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Summary
The human brain is composed of two hemispheres. Even though
most functions are represented in both, they differ in processing
abilities, enabling the left hemisphere to speak and control learned
motor sequences. One current hypothesis how the hemispheres differ
is in their processing of relative frequencies of sensory stimuli (Ivry
and Robertson, 1998; Flevaris et al., 2010). The Double-filtering-by-
frequency (DFF) theory proposes that the left hemisphere has a pref-
erence to process relavtive high frequencies and the right hemisphere
relative low frequencies. The authors hypothesize that, hemispheric
differences in sensory processing should transfer to the speech and
motor domain. The goal of this thesis was to investigate frequency
dependent hemispheric preferences for hand motor control. An fMRI
and an MEG experiment were performed to answer the following
questions: Is there a hemispheric preference for relative movement
frequencies visible in behavioral measures? What are the cortical
areas and neural mechanisms involved explaining possible prefer-
ences? In a first auditory paced finger tapping study (Pflug et al.,
2017) we investigated whether the left and the right hand differ
in their temporal precision to tap relative slow and fast rhythms.
While the fast tapping rate was defined in tapping to every beat of
a sequence of auditory beats, the slow tapping rate differed between
two experimental groups. While the first group tapped a standard
quadruple meter (tap on beat position one), the second group had
to tap a syncopated quadruple meter (tap on beat position four).
Participants were asked to tap either bimanual monofrequent (fast
or slow) or multifrequent (one hand fast, the other slow). As pre-
dicted by the DFF-theory, the right hand was more precise when
tappings the fast rate, while the left hand performed better during
slow tapping. This effect was found only in the group tapping the
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syncopated rhythm, suggesting that frequency-dependent lateraliza-
tion can be masked in case the two rhythms can be interpreted in a
hierarchical Gestalt as in the standard quadruple meter.
To investigate frequency-dependent lateralization further, synco-
pated slow tapping was compared with fast tapping during fMRI and
MEG. The internal generation of a slow rhythm increased BOLD ac-
tivity in the SMA and in the right auditory association cortex (A2).
MEG revealed that the right A2 represented the slow tapping more
strongly compared to the left A2 in an amplitude modulation of low
beta power. In contrast, the left A2 represented the fast auditory
beat rate more strongly than the right A2, although, both cortices
received the same auditory input. These results identify the sensory
cortices as the source of lateralization of hand motor control and
validate the DFF-hypothesis. The motor cortices represented only
the rhythm of the motor output in an amplitude modulation of low
beta oscillations with a non-linear relationship between beta power
and BOLD activity.
Finally, effective connectivity analysis of auditory-motor interac-
tions revealed that stronger bidirectional auditory-motor coupling
in the left compared to the right hemisphere could privilege the left
cerebral hemisphere for rhythm integration in a hierarchical Gestalt.
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1.1 One brain – two hemispheres
The mammalian brain is composed of two cerebral hemispheres
which at a first glance look quite symmetric. Both are connected
via a huge fibre bundle - the corpus callosum. For a long time
scientists believed that functions are distributed equally over the
hemispheres. However, when Broca discovered the co-occurrence of
left hemispheric damage and aphasia 150 years ago (for a translation
of the original french paper see Berker et al. (1986)), this view has
changed. Since then scientists have shown more and more evidence
that there is something special about the left hemisphere. Not only
is this hemisphere hosting the main faculty of speech production
(Wada et al., 1975; Branch et al., 1964), but also seems to be pilot-
ing movement control (Kimura, 1993). Surprisingly, in humans 85
percent of the population is right handed and the control of the right
limbs is controlled by the left hemisphere, pointing to a specific role
of the left hemisphere in both, speech production and hand motor
control.
The concept that a given function is mainly represented in one half
of the brain is called hemispheric specialization or hemispheric dom-
inance (Tzourio-Mazoyer, 2016). A milder form where one function
is pronounced in one hemisphere is called lateralization. When call-
ing the left hemisphere dominant, it indicates a minor role of its
right counterpart. This implies, that when separating the hemi-
spheres, the right hemisphere should not be able to perform tasks
independently.
1.1.1 Cutting connections
Since the 1950s the dogmatic view of the dominant left and non-
dominant right hemisphere changed with observations in split-brain
18
1 GENERAL INTRODUCTION
patients. In those patients, the corpus callosum was cut to prevent a
spread of epileptic seizures from one hemisphere to the other. With
this surgery, the direct inter-hemispheric communication pathways
were destroyed which lead to changes in behavior that challenged
the concept of a clear left hemispheric dominance. Beside a right
hemisphere specialization for attention and visuospatial processing
(McFie et al., 1950), each hemisphere was able to control motor out-
put independently (Franz et al., 1996; Gazzaniga, 2000). In neuro-
psychological experiments, patients were asked to draw lines either
using symmetric bimanual movements, in which the limbs performed
the same spatial trajectory or using asymmetric bimanual move-
ments in which the spatial pattern between the limbs differed (see
Figure 1.1). While healthy subjects showed interference between
the two hands in the asymmetric movements, split brain patients
were able to perform both movement types without interference.
While split-brain patients showed advantages for controlling asym-
metric spatial movements, when tested in asymmetric finger-tapping
paradigms, they were unable to tap bimanual rhythms which were
not in phase or in perfect antiphase (180°). This shows that an in-
tact corpus callosum is necessary for controlling timing demands for
hand movements (Tuller and Kelso, 1989).
Since experiments with split-brain patients have shown that the
right hemisphere is capable of processing information individually,
new ideas on hemispheric lateralization emerged with an explosion
of new hypotheses on how the hemispheres differ in functionality.
More obscure hypotheses like the left hemisphere is logic and ana-
lytic while the right is emotional and creative (for a critical review
see Corballis (2014)) stand next to more serious hypotheses, which
formulate more general frameworks based on the assumption that
cortical functions are distributed over both hemispheres with specific
19
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Figure 1.1: The task of drawing two rectangles is similar for healthy controls and
split-brain patients when the spatial features of the movement path are sym-
metric (top figures). However, when the spatial features are diverging between
the hand movements (bottom figures), split-brain patients are still able to per-
form these movements without interference. The inference in healthy subjects
is related to inter-hemispheric cross-talk (from Franz et al. (1996)).
preferences. One mayor hypothesis of those is the Double-Filtering-
by-Frequency theory (DFF), in which this work is embedded.
1.1.2 The two sides of perception
In 1986, physiologists noticed an effect when asking stroke patients
to reproduce Navon patterns (Delis et al., 1986), pictures which are
composed of global and local features (e.g. a letter represented of
different smaller letters, Navon (1977)). While patients with a left
hemispheric stroke were not able to reproduce local features, right
hemispheric stroke patients were unable to reproduce global features
of the shown stimulus (see figure 1.2). The results were interpreted
as a left hemispheric processing of local stimulus features and a right
hemispheric processing of global features, which were unaccessible
in case of tissue damage. Lesions in these patients were located at




Figure 1.2: Patients were asked to reproduce the Navon patterns shown on the
left side. Patients with a right hemispheric damage could not reproduce the
global shape and patients with a left hemispheric damage could not reproduce
the local shape of the stimulus (from Delis et al. (1986)).
To test this phenomenon in healthy subjects, gratings with differ-
ent frequencies were used within a visual discrimination paradigm
where stimuli were flashed only in one visual hemifield (Kitterle
et al., 1990). In the visual system, information from each hemifield
is separately processed. Differences in reaction times were in line
with observations from stroke patients. Even though global features
were faster detected than local features, reaction times were shorter,
when global features were presented in the left visual hemifield (right
cerebral hemisphere). For local features, reaction times were shorter
when stimuli were presented in the right visual hemifield (left cere-
bral hemisphere). To investigate further, visual gratings with dif-
ferent spatial frequencies were tested in discrimination experiments
(Kitterle et al., 1990), revealing the same effects. As long as sub-
jects had to identify the relative higher or lower frequency, results
indicated hemispheric preferences for spatial frequencies.
In the auditory domain, information from one ear reaches both au-
ditory cortices. However, the majority of fibers target the contra-
21
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lateral hemisphere, which enables scientists to investigate hemi-
spheric preferences by using dichotic stimulation. This paradigm
allows investigating functional lateralization using two different au-
ditory inputs within the two ears. Words were better identified,
when they were presented in the right ear, a phenomenon which
is called the right ear advantage (Berlin et al., 1973; Shankweiler
and Studdert-Kennedy, 1967). On the other hand, melodies were
better identified when presented to the left ear (Shankweiler, 1966;
Kimura, 1964). In a controlled experiment, using tones with dif-
ferent frequencies (Ivry and Lebby, 1993). These results and more
recent ones (Flinker et al., 2019) indicate that, not only in the visual
system but also in the auditory system, the processing of relative
frequencies of stimuli is different within the two hemispheres. In
their book Ivry and Robertson (1998) enroll a general framework
for the lateralized processing of information. They describe a two-
stage process: in the first stage an attentional filter sets a frequency
range in which the stimulus of interest is located (selective atten-
tion). If the stimulus is complex, relative high and low frequencies
are separated between the hemispheres with a left hemispheric pref-
erence for high frequent stimulus features and a right hemispheric
preference for low frequent stimulus features.
The two stages of the DFF (Ivry and Robertson, 1998)
1) Selective filtering of task relevant information
2) Asymmetric filtering of cerebral hemisphere (left high &
right low frequencies)
Hemispheric preferences for relative frequencies were found in
perceptual tasks. However, since sensory and motor functions are
highly coupled in the human cortex the authors proposed that these
asymmetries should also be present in output functions like speech




1.1.3 Lateralization of motor functions
A way to investigate relative hemispheric preferences in motor con-
trol is to use bimanual movements. However, the left hemisphere is
dominant in motor control (Kimura, 1993; Haaland et al., 2004) and
a stroke in this hemisphere induces handicap in both hands. This
suggests that the left hemisphere hosts motor plans for both hands,
which would produce a right hand bias when testing the proposed
preferences in bimanual tasks. Here, an appropriate selection of task
is required to reveal hemispheric preferences. Like in the sensory do-
main where multi-frequent, non-integrated stimuli (like big letters
built out of small letters) were used, movement rates of both hands
should not be integrated into a learned movement pattern. How ex-
actly the two hands are coordinated in bimanual movements is still
a question of debate. Some results suggest that one Generalized
Motor Program (GMP) could exist for coordinating movements of
both hands. In this case, revealing hemispheric preferences would
be impossible. Other results rather indicate that each hand is con-
trolled independently by the respectively contralateral hemisphere,
which is also in line with the observations in split brain patients who
can perform movements independently per hand. However, even as-
suming two independent “motor programs”, interference between
both hands is observed when performing asymmetric movements
as described earlier (see section 1.1.2 and figure 1.1). Hemispheric
crosstalk over the corpus callosum is thought as origin of these inter-
ferences (Gazzaniga, 2000), but it also enables tempo-spatial coordi-
nation of both hands for example when playing a musical instrument
(Gerloff and Andres, 2002) or tying shoes.
23
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1.2 Testing the DFF in bimanual actions
The major goal of this thesis was to test if it would be possible to
reveal hemispheric preferences in for relative frequencies also in the
motor domain and if yes, to identify cortical areas involved. To start
with, we had to define the term “movements” with relative frequen-
cies. This can be done in two ways: either the movement type is kept
constant and the temporal rate in which the movement is performed
is altered, or movements differ in their spatiotemporal pattern with
one movement being faster than the other. To test both options,
we investigated two different bimanual paradigms. To investigate
constant movements with different temporal frequencies, a biman-
ual finger tapping task was used. To investigate different speeds of
movements, a visually controlled pressure sensor manipulation task
was selected. In this thesis only the results of the first experiment
will be reported and in the following be described in more detail. For
the sake of completeness all experiments and methods used within
the scope of this theses are shortly listed.
In the paradigm, a bimanual finger tapping task was used to keep the
actual movement type constant but to experimentally manipulate
the rate of the movement. Participants had to tap to a continuous
auditory beat either to every occurring beat, representing the fast
tapping rate or only to every fourth beat, representing the slow tap-
ping rate (see Figure 1.3). Tapping was performed unimanual (as
control conditions) as well as bimanual mono- and multifrequent. In
all conditions the stimulus was the same.
In this thesis, different electrophysiological and imaging methods
were combined to get a deeper understanding of the mechanisms
used by the two hemispheres to process relative frequencies in move-
ments. Beside identifying the involved cortical and subcortical brain
regions, we were also interested how these regions behave and inter-
24
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Figure 1.3: Conditions performed in the finger tapping paradigm. Four black
squares represent the fast tapping rate in which participants tapped to every
single beat of a continuous auditory beat. Three white and one black square
represent the slow tapping rate in which participants tapped only to every fourth
beat of the continuous auditory stimulation. While in conditions A-F only one
frequency is tapped (monofrequent), in condition G and H different rates are
tapped by the two hands (multifrequent). Assuming hemispheric preferences
with a left hemispheric preference for fast and a right hemispheric preferences
for slow tapping rate hand arrangements are either optimal (G) or non-optimal
(H) in right-handed participants.
act in time. Figure 1.4 gives an overview about the used methods
and the number of recorded datasets. While Magnetencephalog-
raphy (MEG) and functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging (fMRI)
recordings are non-invasive methods and were recorded in healthy
participants, stereoelectroencephalography (sEEG) and electrocor-
ticography (ECoG) are invasive methods and were recorded in pa-
tients. The different recording techniques were split between two
PhD students, Florian Gompf (candidate of medicine) and myself
(diplom biologist). The fMRI recordings were measured by Florian
Gompf. I recorded the MEG data as well as the invasive data with
the help of neurologists and neurosurgeons. To enable a transla-
tion from the different methods, the non-invasive measurements and
25
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some of the invasive measurements were combined with Electroen-
cephalography (EEG). Pressure of the tapping finger was always
recorded to investigate motor output.
Figure 1.4: Overview of methods used in the project. In all MEG, fMRI and
sEEG recordings as well as in one ECoG recording EEG was acquired in parallel.
EMG of left and the right extensor digitorum communis muscle was recorded in
MEG, fMRI and ECoG recordings. Numbers in the figures indicate the number
of successful recordings in the finger tapping paradigm.
The methods were used since they measure different temporal
and spatial features of the underlying neural processes. FMRI de-
tects the differences in magnetic resonance spectra of oxygenated
and deoxygenated hemoglobin molecules to infer activation (Blood
Oxygen Level Dependent (BOLD)). The assumption behind this is
that higher neuronal activation leads to an increased oxygen con-
sumption correlated with an increase in the amount of oxygenated
blood supplied to this area. The fMRI has a high spatial resolu-
tion (millimeter range) and is optimal for identifying brain regions
activated in condition contrasts. However, the temporal resolution
of the fMRI lies in the second range and cannot be used to reveal
temporal dynamics. In the MEG, the magnetic fields orthogonal to
26
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the electric currents in the brain (mostly dendritic current flow) are
measured in millisecond precision with superconducting quantum
interference devices (SQUIDs). Using beamforming to reconstruct
the cortical sources of the recorded magnetic fields enables a spatial
resolution of one centimeter. In both methods, EEG was recorded in
parallel. In EEG, the electric current flow of the brain is measured
with electrodes placed on the scalp.
Invasive recordings were acquired in two groups - tumor patients
and patients with focal epilepsy. The focus in this thesis lies on the
non-invasive recordings.
1.3 Expected outcomes
1.3.1 Expected outcomes in behavioral parameters
When participants tapped on pressure sensors, there were multiple
behavioral features which could be extracted. Not only the tap-
ping accuracy reflected in inter-tap-interval stability could be tested,
additionally pressure differences for all conditions could be investi-
gated. Assuming a right hemispheric preference for low and a left
hemispheric preference for high relative frequencies, performance
should be more accurate in timing with the left hand when tapping
slowly and the right hand when tapping fast, respectively. Addition-
ally, participants should be more prone to errors when hemispheric
preferences are violated (left hand taps fast, right hand taps slowly).
The preferences should translate not only to the accuracy measures
but also to the structure of the pressure data. We expect to find a
higher representation of the slower rhythm, related to an increased
pressure, when tapping with the left hand and higher pressure when
the right hand taps fast. In the multifrequent tapping conditions
participants should use more pressure when the preferences are re-
spected than when they are violated since higher pressure is nega-
tively correlated to uncertainty.
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1.3.2 Expected outcomes in neural parameters
Throughout the experiments we focused mainly on two contrasts.
The first one is contrasting the monofrequent fast and slow con-
dition. This compares a condition (fast) in which the participants
had to perform an auditory-motor synchronization (external timing,
see box below), with a condition in which an internal, not paced,
slower rhythm had to be generated. Since in both conditions the
same auditory stimulus was presented, external timing was used in
both conditions. The fast tapping condition entailed more move-
ment compared to the slow tapping condition. Therefore, the fast
tapping should increase the oxygen consumption in the primary mo-
tor cortices and should lead to a higher activation in BOLD and a
decrease in the beta band power (measured with MEG). Since both
conditions used external pacing, we did not expect to find higher
activation in areas related to external timing like dorsal premotor
cortex (dPMC) in any contrast. Slow tapping should lead to an ac-
tivation of the supplementary motor area (SMA) and other cortical
areas related to internal timing (see box below). When assuming
hemispheric preferences for relative frequencies, we expect an ad-
ditional activation in the right hemisphere for slow tapping. The
electro-physiological recordings should reveal that areas in the right
hemisphere represent the slower rhythm stronger than homologues
in the left hemisphere. Hemispheric separation of rhythms should
lead to an increased information flow from the right to the left hemi-
sphere when tapping slowly and from the left to right hemisphere
when tapping fast. However, since the left hemisphere is dominant
in motor planning, left to right information flow could be repre-
sented in both conditions and would be invisible in contrasts.
The bimanual symmetric conditions are of paticular interest, be-
cause in these conditions, different brain activation cannot be at-
tributed to different effector use as in the unimanual conditions.
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Different activation for internal and external timing
External timing is used to synchronize own movement with a
sensory stimulus (auditory, tactile or visual) in the environ-
ment. If the stimulus shows a regular pattern, humans are
able to anticipate and execute their movement in advance to
the next stimulus (negative asynchrony (Repp, 2005; Repp
and Su, 2013)). This predictive behavior is related to an en-
hanced activity in the dPMC (Kornysheva et al., 2011).
Internal timing is used when humans order their movement
in a specific time range (e.g. in continuation tasks). This in-
ternal representation of given sequence tempo, requires work-
ing memory loops in the brain including the SMA. Monkeys
in which the SMA was removed, “were impaired when they
had to perform the movements at their own pace, but much
less impaired when a tone paced performance” (Thaler et al.,
1995). In both cases also subcortical structures like the cere-
bellum and the basal ganglia are involved.
The second contrast of interest is the one between the multifre-
quent conditions. We assume that one condition would be optimal
by respecting the hemispheric preferences for relative frequencies
(fast rhythm is tapped by the right hand) while the other condition
would be non-optimal, violating the hemispheric preferences (fast
rhythm is tapped by the left hand). While in the optimal condition
information for performing the fast or slow movement is already in
the executing hemisphere, in the non-optimal condition information
has to cross the hemispheres via the corpus callosum. This should
lead to an increased activation of hierarchically higher cortical loops,
including frontal and parietal regions. Since we assumed that there
will be more errors due to interference between the hemispheres (see




1.4 Structure of the thesis
We tested condition differences on the behavioral as well as on the
neural level. This leads to a logic split in the following three chap-
ters which are based on scientific publications. In a first behavioral
experiment (chapter 2) we provide empirical evidence in the support
of the DFF theory (Pflug et al., 2017).
In Chapter 3, we identify the neural mechanisms behind the differ-
ential rhythm representations in the two cerebral hemispheres (Pflug
et al., 2019).
In chapter 4, MEG source signals were used to identify correlated
EEG sensors. Those were selected for a combined EEG/fMRI anal-
ysis to investigate the relationship between BOLD signal and EEG
beta oscillations Gompf et al. (2017). Additional results of neu-
ral differences between the syncopated and non-syncopated tapping
paradigm will be mentioned in the discussion, but will be published
later. Results of the second experiment, investigating fast and slow
movements are currently processed but are not part of this thesis.
The same holds true for the invasive recordings.
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2.1 Abstract
In bimanual multifrequency tapping, right-handers commonly use
the right hand to tap the relatively higher rate and the left hand
to tap the relatively lower rate. This could be due to hemispheric
specializations for the processing of relative frequencies. An ex-
tension of the double-filtering-by-frequency theory to motor control
proposes a left hemispheric specialization for the control of rela-
tively high and a right hemispheric specialization for the control of
relatively low tapping rates. We investigated timing variability and
rhythmic accentuation in right handers tapping mono- and multi-
frequent bimanual rhythms to test the predictions of the double-
filtering-by-frequency theory. Yet, hemispheric specializations for
the processing of relative tapping rates could be masked by a left
hemispheric dominance for the control of known sequences. Tapping
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was thus either performed in an overlearned quadruple meter (tap
of the slow rhythm on the first auditory beat) or in a syncopated
quadruple meter (tap of the slow rhythm on the fourth auditory
beat). Independent of syncopation, the right hand outperformed
the left hand in timing accuracy for fast tapping. A left hand timing
benefit for slow tapping rates as predicted by the double-filtering-by-
frequency theory was only found in the syncopated tapping group.
This suggests a right hemisphere preference for the control of slow
tapping rates when rhythms are not overlearned. Error rates in-
dicate that overlearned rhythms represent hierarchically structured
meters that are controlled by a single timer that could potentially
reside in the left hemisphere.
Highlights
 The right hand taps relatively high rates more precisely than
the left hand
 Syncopation unmasks a left hand benefit for slow tapping rates
 Frequency-dependent lateralization of relatively slow and fast
timers occurs only when tapping unknown meters
 Tapping a standard meter may rely on integrated timing by a
single timer in the left hemisphere
Keywords
Auditory-motor synchronization; Hemispheric specialization;
Functional lateralization; Internal timing; Finger tapping
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2.2 Introduction
When a right-handed person is asked to tap with one hand to every
beat of an auditory stream and with the other hand to every second,
third, or fourth beat, he or she will intuitively choose the right hand
for tapping to every beat. In those multifrequent auditory-motor
tapping paradigms, this represents the relatively high tapping rate.
Right hand preference for fast tapping is expressed in a more accu-
rate timing compared to the opposite hand arrangement where the
left hand is tapping quickly (Peters and Schwartz, 1989). Studies on
the observed asymmetry focus mainly on the role of the left hemi-
sphere. Proposals for the origin of this functional asymmetry range
from a dominance for motor control in general, to a specialization
for sequencing, to preferred processing of relatively high frequencies
by the left half of the brain.
A general left hemispheric dominance for motor control implies that
the left hemisphere plans and integrates all movements independent
of sequencing, movement speed, or effector (Fujiyama et al., 2016;
Serrien et al., 2003; Jaencke et al., 2000a). Effector-independence
was demonstrated in stroke patients with damage to left fronto-
parietal cortices that caused bilateral motor deficits. In contrast,
right hemisphere lesions produced primarily only contralateral paral-
ysis (Haaland, 2000; Haaland and Yeo, 1989). In consequence,
the left hemisphere is thought to host internally stored effector-
independent action representations (Leiguarda and Marsden, 2000;
Mars et al., 2007). Which functional property grants the left hemi-
sphere advantage over the right hemisphere in acquiring such “mo-
tor plans” is still a question of debate. Early studies of apraxia
(Liepmann, 1905) and more recent observations suggest that the left
hemisphere efficiently reproduces learned sequences (Dovern et al.,
2016; Mars et al., 2007; Serrien and Sovijrvi-Spap, 2015).
Other theories of hemispheric dominance in motor control, like the
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double-filtering-by-frequency theory (DFF), take both hemispheres
into account. This has been first proposed in the sensory domain,
but has lately been extended to motor control (Robertson and Ivry,
2000; Aboitiz and Montiel, 2003). The original version of the theory
proposes that the two cerebral hemispheres differ in how they pro-
cess relative stimulus frequencies of complex sensory input. While
the left hemisphere is thought to preferentially process higher rel-
ative frequencies or local stimulus features, the right hemisphere
excels in processing lower relative frequencies or global stimulus fea-
tures (Ivry and Robertson, 1998; Flevaris and Robertson, 2016). If
the hemispheres differ in how they process sensory information and
this preference is represented in the underlying neural network struc-
ture (Galuske et al., 2000), then sensory-motor processing could
benefit from representing the motor-related computations accord-
ingly. Communication inside one hemisphere is faster than inter-
hemispheric transfer across the corpus callosum, which has been as-
sociated with increased conduction times (Ringo et al., 1994). Con-
sequently, the motor system could be organized with a left hemi-
sphere preference for relatively faster and right hemisphere prefer-
ence for relatively slower actions - eliciting faster, respectively slower
sensory feedback signals.
Hemispheric preferences should not necessarily have consequences
for unimanual or bimanual mono-frequency tapping. One hemi-
sphere (typically the left) could control the timing for both hands
via inter-hemispheric interactions (Serrien et al., 2003), yet with in-
creased conduction times for ipsilateral hand control. Particularly,
multifrequency tapping may reveal hemispheric specialization when
the hemispheres are forced to control different tapping rates. The
two aforementioned hypotheses (left hemispheric dominance versus
DFF) propose different predictions for this condition. The tapping
rates could be integrated in a common rhythmic frame in one hemi-
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sphere with more precise timing of the contralateral hand. Alter-
natively, tapping rates could be segregated in the two hemispheres.
In the latter case, the hemispheric preferences for relatively high vs.
relatively low frequencies may translate into an optimal multifre-
quency tapping condition in which the right hand taps quickly and
the left hand slowly. Neural control of such multifrequency tapping
would thus rely on segregated processing.
Integration vs. segregation of neural control of tapping rates should
depend on experience with the tapped metric structure (Drake and
Palmer, 1993). Meter is accentuated rhythm that groups elements
in sequences. Since multifrequency movement patterns are abun-
dant - for example in moving to music - it is likely that often used
metric patterns represent learned sequences. Therefore, their timing
may be controlled by the left hemisphere (Kimura, 1993). A popular
rhythm in Western culture is the quadruple meter (common time).
In this meter, the first (and the third) beat of a sequence of four are
accentuated while the second and fourth beats are un-accentuated
(London, 2012). Due to cultural imprinting, tapping to the first
beat of a quadruple meter represents a highly internalized rhythm
in Western societies. When tapping this familiar multifrequency
rhythm with both hands, timing of the two tapping rates may be
hierarchically integrated into one sequence. According to the hy-
pothesis of a general left hemispheric dominance, this integration
would be controlled by the left hemisphere. Studies investigating
multifrequency movements could not report a significant left hand
benefit for tapping the relatively slower rates (Haaland and Har-
rington, 1994; Peters, 1985), a finding that could be expected based
on the DFF theory. Integration of both tapping rates in a hierar-
chical rhythmic structure could potentially explain these negative
findings.
However, when learning new bimanual sequences, communication
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between the hemispheres is enhanced (Gerloff and Andres, 2002;
de Guise et al., 1999). This is arguing for an active contribution of
the right hemisphere in motor control under such circumstances (An-
dres et al., 1999; Karpati et al., 2016). In music, unintuitive rhythms
are created when accents occur on otherwise un-accentuated beats
(Cooper and Meyer, 1963). This syncopation of rhythm leads to a
higher complexity – a strategy often used in classical and jazz music
(Fitch and Rosenfeld, 2007). Our assumption is that in syncopated
rhythms, fast and slow tapping rates are not (yet) integrated into
one sequence but are rather represented separately in each hemi-
sphere.
In a bimanual auditory paced finger tapping task, we investigated
differences in timing accuracy and beat accentuation between tap-
ping a standard quadruple meter (1-0-0-0 with 1 = tapping; 0 =
pause) and tapping a syncopated quadruple meter (0-0-0-1). The
two different meters were studied in different groups to avoid con-
textual interference effects (Ruitenberg et al., 2015; Young et al.,
1993). Participants performed four bimanual tapping conditions.
Two mono-frequency conditions were included (fast tapping (1-1-1-
1) and slow tapping (1-0-0-0 in unsyncopated tapping) or (0-0-0-1 in
syncopated tapping)) to test for tapping rate effects as proposed by
the DFF theory (Robertson and Ivry, 2000). Two multifrequency
conditions in which one hand taps the fast and one hand taps the
slow tapping rate were investigated. According to the hypothesized
hemispheric preferences in right-handed people, an optimal hand
arrangement is represented by the right hand tapping the fast and
the left hand the slow rate. For the non-optimal hand arrangement,
tapping rates are switched, with the left hand tapping the fast rate.
Inter-tap-interval deviation is a measurement for timing accuracy.
Standard deviation of absolute deviation represents timing stabil-
ity independent of direction of inaccuracy. This variable was used
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to evaluate how timing processes are affected by either syncopation
or condition. Tapping pressure was recorded to investigate tap ac-
centuation within sequences. Accentuation patterns can be used to
reveal rhythmic grouping, which is easier for less complex rhythms
(Mattheson, 1739; Dowling, 2014).
In case of a general left dominant motor control, the right hand
should tap more precisely independent of tapping rate, condition,
or syncopation since inter-hemispheric conduction delays disadvan-
tage the left hand. A conservative interpretation of the DFF the-
ory would predict each hemisphere to be optimized for its relative
tapping rate independent of the degree of internalization of motor
sequences. In this case, preferences of the right hand for tapping
the fast rate and of the left hand tapping the slow rate should be
found independent of syncopation. A third possibility takes both
frequency dependency and internalization into account. If the left
hemisphere controls over-learned rhythms independent of the effec-
tor, a right hand benefit for both tapping rates and all conditions
should be observed only in the unsyncopated tapping group (stan-
dard meter). If syncopation leads to segregation of tapping rates,
the control of these rates could be represented separately on the two
hemispheres. The DFF theory proposes a left hemispheric prefer-
ence for fast tapping rates and a right hemispheric preference for
slow tapping rates. As a consequence, an optimal hand arrange-
ment reflecting these preferences (left hand slow, right hand fast)
should lead to a higher precision for both hands than the opposite
arrangement.
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2.3 Material and Methods
2.3.1 Participants
Twenty participants (eight male, 21-38 years, mean 27.2 years) were
included in this study. Three participants had professional musical
training and six actively played an instrument (3 of them less than
once a month). Participants had no neurological deficits and were
right-handed according to self report and their scores on the Ed-
inburg inventory of manual preference (mean handedness quotient
91.25, range 65-100; Oldfield 1971). Participants were randomly
split into two groups. Five participants were included in both exper-
iments with a minimum of three days in between the measurements.
In each experiment, four participants played an instrument more of-
ten than once a month (of these two professionals participated in the
unsyncopated group and three professionals in syncopated tapping
group). All participants gave their written informed consent prior
to the experiment and were paid for their participation. The study
was approved by the local ethics committee and is in accordance
with the declaration of Helsinki.
2.3.2 Methods
2.3.2.1 Experimental setup
Participants sat in front of a computer monitor on which the visual
instruction was presented. Participants’ gaze was not restricted.
Two pneumatic Biopac pressure sensors (module of model MP150,
BIOPAC Systems, INc., Goleta, CA, e.g. see Dong et al. 2012)
were fixed on the table in front of them. The pressure sensitivity
was 0.01 cm H2O with a sampling rate of 1 kHz. Auditory beats
(1600 Hz, 2 ms) were presented with a constant inter-onset-interval
of 400 ms (2.5 Hz, 210 bpm) via headphones. Pacing signal and
visual instructions were presented with Presentation software (Neu-
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robehavioral Systems, Albany, CA, USA).
2.3.2.2 Unsyncopated tapping
In the first group, twelve participants were asked to tap bimanually
with their index fingers in two different rates synchronized to the
auditory beats. A fast tapping rate was defined as tapping to every
auditory beat. For slow tapping rates, participants were instructed
to iteratively count four beats internally and tap only on beat po-
sition one (equivalent to a quarter note followed by a three quarter
rest 1-0-0-0). Participants were instructed to either tap the same
rate with both hands (monofrequency: both fast (FF) or both slow
(SS)) or to produce two different tapping rates (multifrequency) in
which one hand taps the fast and the other one taps the slow rate
(see Figure 2.1). Multifrequency tapping was either performed in
the optimal hand arrangement, where the right hand taps the fast
and the left hand the slow rate (SF), or in the opposite non-optimal
hand arrangement (FS). The task was performed in three runs with
12 trials each, in semi-randomized order (within each run). In total,
every condition was performed nine times.
A trial started with a 2.5 – 4 s presentation of a visual instruc-
tion (upward arrows for fast, downward arrows for slow conditions)
that indicated which upcoming condition had to be performed. Be-
fore participants started tapping, four auditory beats of higher pitch
primed the rate. 36 auditory beats were presented in 15 seconds,
resulting in 36 taps in fast and nine taps in slow conditions. The
inter-block interval was jittered in both recordings to reduce tem-
poral predictability.
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Figure 2.1: Tapping conditions. Filled squares represent tapping events, white
squares represent auditory beats without tapping in slow tapping rates. Partic-
ipants were instructed to tap to the first position of four consequent auditory
beats in the unsyncopated tapping paradigm and to the fourth position in the
syncopated tapping paradigm.
2.3.2.3 Syncopated tapping
In the other group, thirteen participants were also asked to tap at
two different rates. The fast tapping rate was the same as that of the
unsyncopated tapping group, while for the slow tapping rate, par-
ticipants tapped on the fourth instead of the first beat of a sequence
of four (0-0-0-1). Like in the unsyncopated tapping paradigm, par-
ticipants tapped four different conditions (FF, SS, SF, FS).
2.3.3 Data Analysis
The maximal pressure of each tap was used as a reference point for
temporal analysis. Trial data of both hands were visually inspected
and those in which participants failed to follow the instructions or
rested their fingers on the pad before tapping were dismissed (in
total FF=11, SS=14, SF=10, FS=11). Taps were detected semi-
automatically (manual threshold adaptation) with an in-house cre-
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ated algorithm in Matlab (MATLAB and Statistics Toolbox Release
2012b, The MathWorks, Inc., Natick, MA, USA). Taps were num-
bered with position relative to beat sequence (1:36) and renumbered
in sequences of four (1,2,3,4,1,...). Taps with a temporal distance
larger than ± 200 ms from the equivalent beat were treated as out-
liers and eliminated. Sequences of four consecutive beats were vi-
sually inspected using Fieldtrip (Oostenveld et al., 2011). In fast
tapping conditions, four consecutive taps were defined as a valid se-
quence. Sequences in slow tapping conditions were only valid if they
included only one tap at the intended position (unsyncopated group
- first auditory beat, syncopated group - fourth auditory beat). In
six participants of the syncopated and four participants of the un-
syncopated tapping group, errors occurred in the slow tapping rate
of the multifrequency conditions. These sequences (1.7 % of multi-
frequency sequences) were eliminated from further analysis of tim-
ing variability and pressure. Their distribution over conditions and
groups was further examined (see Statistical analysis section). The
first sequence of each trial was not included in the analysis, because
it was prone to errors. Thus, trials consisted of tapping data for
eight sequences in total. For both tapping rates, two dependent
variables were calculated separately for each condition, hand, and
participant: timing variability and pressure. While the first rep-
resents a measure of variability in timing, the second is a measure
of accentuation and therefore could indicate processing of rhythmic
structure (Dowling, 2014). Timing variability was calculated using
the standard deviation of absolute distance between the actual inter-
tap-intervals and the target inter-tap-interval (400 ms for fast, 1600
ms for slow tapping rates) of consecutive taps. Since not every par-
ticipant tapped with the same intensity, pressure amplitude values
were normalized to the participant's mean independent of hand and
tapping rate (values * 100/mean (values)), resulting in percentage
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values compared to the participant's mean pressure.
2.3.4 Statistical Analysis
We analyzed taps associated with slow and fast tapping rates sepa-
rately, also because there were four times more taps associated with
the fast tapping rate than taps associated with the slow tapping rate.
Since values of timing variability were not normally distributed, a
logarithmic transformation was performed, but for reasons of clar-
ity, original values are illustrated. Transformed values were used as
dependent variables for both tapping rates in a 2 (group [unsynco-
pated, syncopated]) x 2 (hands [left, right]) x 2 (condition [monofre-
quent, multifrequent]) mixed design repeated measure analysis.
The same analysis was performed for pressure of taps associated
with the slow tapping rate. To analyze pressure of taps associated
with the fast tapping rate, a 2x2x2x4 mixed design repeated mea-
sure analysis of variance was performed with factors group, hand,
condition, and beat-number [1,2,3,4]. Pressure data were normally
distributed. Thus, no transformation was needed.
Significant effects were post-hoc tested using paired-sample t-tests
for effects within the groups and two-sample t-tests for between
group effects. Significance level (alpha) was set at 0.05, effects be-
tween 0.05 and 0.075 were discussed as tendencies. Repeating all
ANOVAs with the exclusion of musical professionals did not signifi-
cantly change the results (all significant effects remained significant
and all trends remained trends).
A post hoc test was performed to further investigate an observed in-
verse effect of condition on timing variability as a function of tapping
rate. This was done by subtracting mean values (over both hands)
of the multifrequent conditions from mean values of the monofre-
quent condition for both tapping rates separately. These differences
were tested for Pearson's correlation (p < 0.05).
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Distributions of error sequences over conditions and groups were
analyzed using a Chi-square test. Statistical tests were conducted
using SPSS Statistics 22.0 (IBM Company) and Matlab (MATLAB




2.4.1.1 Fast tapping rate
Significant main effects of hand (F (1,24) = 15.34, p = 0.001) and
condition (F (1,24) = 30.87, p < 0.001) were found. Fast tapping
was more precise when performed by the right compared to the left
hand independent of syncopation and condition (Figure 2.2a). Mul-
tifrequency tapping led to an increase in variability compared to
monofrequency FF (solid line, Figure 2.3).






































Figure 2.2: Timing variability. Smaller values represent better performance.
Black lines indicate significant differences (p < 0.05). Error bars represent the
standard error of the mean. Panel a shows timing variability of fast tapping as
a function of effector. Panel b shows the interaction between hand and group
for taps associated with the slow tapping rate (gray = left hand (L), black =
right hand (R)).
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2.4.1.2 Slow tapping rate
Taps in multifrequency conditions were timed more precisely com-
pared to monofrequency SS (main effect of condition F (1,24) =
33.00 p < 0.001, see dashed line Figure 2.3). There was no sig-
nificant correlation between the timing benefit in slow tapping and
the performance decrease in fast tapping (r = 0.23, p = 0.27) in
the multifrequency conditions. No main effect of hand, but a non-
significant tendency towards an interaction between hand and group
was found (F (1,24) = 4.05, p = 0.056). Post-hoc testing revealed
that only in the syncopated tapping group, left hand was higher than
right hand tapping accuracy (t(12) = 2.23, p = 0.046, Figure 2.2b).
In the unsyncopated tapping group, no difference in performance
between hands was found (t(11) = 0.094, p = 0.517, Figure 2.2b).
Testing the differences between groups for left, respectively right



























Figure 2.3: Timing variability as a function of tapping condition (monofrequent
and multifrequent) for slow (squares) and fast (circles) tapping rates. Smaller
values represent better performance. Asterisks indicate significant differences
(p < 0.05). Error bars represent the standard error of the mean.
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2.4.2 Pressure
2.4.2.1 Fast tapping rate
A main effect of beat number (F (3,72) = 12.85, p < 0.001), an
interaction between beat number and group (F (3,72) = 10.29, p
< 0.001), and a triple interaction between beat number, group, and
condition (F (3,72) = 8.90, p < 0.001) confirmed that the two groups
accentuated different beat numbers depending on the performed me-
ter. The unsyncopated tapping group accentuated beat number one
expectedly (Figure 2.4a). In the syncopated tapping group, accen-
tuation of beat number one was conserved in addition to an ex-
pected accentuation of beat number four (Figure 2.4b). Note that
monofrequency fast tapping did not show effects of beat position,
as expected (dashed lines in Figure 2.4a and b).
In both groups, multifrequency tapping lead to a higher pressure
than monofrequent tapping (main effect of condition F (1,24) = 7.05,
p = 0.014), although this effect was mainly driven by the syncopated
tapping group (see Figure 2.4b). Overall, pressure in taps associ-
ated with the fast tapping rate was stronger in the unsyncopated
compared to the syncopated tapping group (main effect of group
F (1,24) = 10.62, p = 0.003).
A triple interaction between beat number, hand, and group (F (3,72)
= 3.90, p = 0.022) and a tendency for a triple interaction between
beat number, hand, and condition (F (3,72) = 2.91, p = 0.057), and
a quadruple interaction between hand, condition, group, and beat
number (F (3,72) = 5.47, p = 0.005) was explained by an effect
in multifrequent conditions only in the syncopated tapping group.
Post hoc testing in this group revealed a pressure increase between
beat number three and four in both multifrequent conditions (SF
t(12) = 2.57, p = 0.025 and FS t(12) = 3.913, p = 0.002). When
comparing this increase between the conditions, it was higher in FS
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(a) Unsyncopated tapping (b) Syncopated tapping
Figure 2.4: Normalized pressure as a function of beat position associated with
the fast tapping rate for both groups. Dashed line monofrequency tapping (FF);
solid line multifrequency tapping mean of both hands. Black lines indicate
significant differences (p < 0.05). Error bars represent the standard error of the
mean. Panel a shows accentuation in the unsyncopated tapping group. Panel b
shows accentuation in the syncopated tapping group.
than in SF (t(12) = 2.41, p = 0.033, Figure ??.
2.4.2.2 Slow tapping rate
In both groups, taps associated with the slow tapping rate (M =
mean, SD = standard deviation; M = 114.03, SD = 15.83) were
more strongly accentuated than taps associated with the fast tap-
ping rate (M = 98.28, SD = 6.38; t(22) = 4.21, p < 0.001, not
illustrated). Slow taps in multifrequent conditions (M = 102.37,
SD = 12.85) were less strongly accentuated compared to slow taps
in the monofrequent condition SS (M = 104.42, SD = 17.38; main
effect of condition F (1,24) = 8.34, p = 0.008, not illustrated).
2.4.3 Tapping errors
In some multifrequency sequences, participants not only tapped on
the intended beat position (one in unsyncopated and four in synco-
pated tapping) but also on the following beat position (two in un-
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Figure 2.5: Normalized pressure as a function of beat number for taps associated
with the fast tapping rate in multifrequency conditions of the syncopated tap-
ping group (right hand (squares) and left hand (circles)). Error bars represent
the standard error of the mean.
syncopated, one in syncopated). Sequences in multifrequency condi-
tions with more than one tap per sequence were defined as errors. By
definition, these errors reflected incorrect slow tapping. A chi-square
test of independence was performed to examine the percentage dis-
tribution of error sequences between the two multifrequency condi-
tions. The non-optimal hand arrangement (FS) showed expectedly
more errors than the optimal hand arrangement (SF)(X2(1) = 4.38,
p = 0.036, see Table 2.1). This effect was stronger in the synco-
pated tapping group (difference of 33.4%) than in the unsyncopated
tapping group (difference of 6.6 %). In the unsyncopated tapping
group, errors were more equally distributed between the two multi-
frequent conditions (see Table 2.1).
optimal non-optimal number of errors
unsyncopated 16.7 % 23.3 % 12 (5|7)
syncopated 13.3 % 46.7 % 18 (4|14)
Table 2.1: Percentage distribution and numbers of errors occured in the two
tapping groups. Values in brackets indicate numbers of error sequences in
optimal|non-optimal conditions.
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2.5 Discussion
2.5.1 Syncopation unmasks a right hemisphere preference for slow
tapping rates
A right hand benefit for tapping quickly in multifrequency tapping
paradigms is predicted by both a general left hemisphere dominance
for motor control theories as well and the DFF theory. Indeed, fast
tapping was less variable when performed by the right hand. This
suggests a left hemispheric preference for controlling fast tapping
rates. However, the hypotheses diverge regarding their predictions
for slow tapping performance. While a general left hemisphere dom-
inance for motor control would result in a rate-independent superi-
ority of the right hand, the DFF theory would predict a better per-
formance of the left hand over the right hand when tapping slowly.
Neither scenario was found.
The hand x group interaction can only be explained by a third pro-
posal assuming processing of integrated sequences in a single hemi-
sphere and right- and left-lateralized processing of relative frequen-
cies for new sequences. The left hand benefit for slow tapping in the
syncopated tapping group suggests a right hemispheric timer for rel-
atively low frequencies. Syncopation unmasks this right hemispheric
preference for slow tapping rates which may otherwise be overlaid
by a left hemisphere dominance for the control of known rhythms.
We expected to reveal possible hemispheric preferences especially
in multifrequency conditions, in which movements for fast and slow
rates were produced by different hemispheres. Yet, the left hand
benefit for tapping the slow rate in the syncopated tapping group
was also found in the monofrequency condition in which both hands
tapped the slow rate (no triple interaction). Note that slow monofre-
quency, syncopated tapping represents a non-overlearned rhythm.
Even in the monofrequency slow tapping condition, both slow and
fast rhythms were processed by the participants because the audi-
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tory beats correspond to the fast rhythm. This suggests an internal
meter representation that for syncopated tapping may likely involve
both hemispheres. Since slow and fast rhythms are consequently
processed in parallel, their relationship is crucial in all conditions
except FF, as proposed by the DFF theory. Note that our study
design does not allow dissociating absolute from relative frequen-
cies, yet empirical observations strongly suggest that relative rather
than absolute frequencies are associated with functional lateraliza-
tion (Ivry and Robertson, 1998). The observed left hand benefit
implies that the right hemisphere generates the slow rhythm in the
context of a relatively faster rhythm as long as it is not yet over-
learned. This implies that an internal timer with a preferred lower
frequency in the right compared to the left hemisphere is used for
all non-overlearned conditions in which the left hand taps slowly, in-
dependent of the right hand’s performance. Such a finding strongly
argues against a left hemispheric dominance for motor control in
general. It rather specifies the frequency dependent lateralization
proposed by the DFF theory only for non-overlearned rhythms.
The left hand preference for slow tapping was not observed in the
group tapping the standard quadruple meter. This metrical struc-
ture is overlearned in Western civilization and could potentially be
represented in the form of an integrated Gestalt. In music per-
ception, musical beats of different temporal frequencies are inte-
grated in a higher metrical structure and perceived in one percep-
tual stream (Bregman, 1994). Proficiency in perception of rhyth-
mic structure indeed leads to the integration of different beats in
an auditory Gestalt and to the lateralization of auditory process-
ing to the left hemisphere (Vuust et al., 2005). In contrast, when
non-professionals listen to a syncopated rhythm, they often report
a perceptual stream segregation (Fitch and Rosenfeld, 2007). This
is in line with a more individual representation of beat and me-
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ter (Nozaradan et al., 2012). Previous behavioral data (Keller and
Burnham, 2005) and our results suggest that the production of mul-
tifrequency structures is also based on integrated rhythms. This
is suggestive of acquired neural representations of such hierarchical
structures, potentially in the left hemisphere (Kimura, 1993). Of
note, auditory stimulation was constant in our experiment. Con-
sequently, complex auditory input is not necessary to elicit these
hemispheric differences in rhythm processing. Internal timing may
equally use neural infrastructure otherwise used for rhythm percep-
tion (Chen et al., 2006; Merchant and Honing, 2014). This study
did not systematically investigate musicians, who should perform
better in integrating complex rhythms. It can be speculated that
the initial segregation of relative timers in the hemispheres occurs
during a much shorter learning phase compared to non-musicians
up until the left hemisphere integrates these rhythms hierarchically.
Rhythm integration may rely upon cross-frequency coupling in cor-
tical hierarchies, a neural mechanism that is left-lateralized during
speech processing (Gross et al., 2013).
2.5.2 Metric structure in fast tap pressure
Monofrequency fast tapping represents simple synchronization to
the auditory beat as evidenced by the lack of tap position effects
on pressure in this condition. The observed increase in pressure for
multi- compared to monofrequency tapping could be interpreted as
additional representation of the fast rate in the context of a second
(slower) tapping rate. In the syncopated tapping group, starting to
count at beat position one was aligned with higher pressure, even
if participants were instructed to tap on the fourth beat. This un-
derlines the importance of the first beat for defining a sequence
(Povel and Essens, 1985; Rhodes et al., 2004; Verwey, 1999). The
stronger accentuation of the left compared to the right hand on tap
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number four in the non-optimal condition in the syncopated tap-
ping group complements the timing variability findings that suggest
a right hemisphere timer for lower relative frequencies. Increased
pressure on beat number four of the fast tapping hand may reflect
a stronger representation of the meter.
2.5.3 Violation of hemispheric preferences increases number of er-
rors
The fact that tapping errors were equally distributed between the
two multifrequency conditions in the unsyncopated tapping group
speaks in favor of an integration of the two tapping rates into one
metrical structure. Given the lower error rate in the unsyncopated
tapping group, an integration of rhythms which could potentially
be controlled by a single hemisphere seems to be beneficial for per-
formance. In contrast, syncopation increased tapping errors when
hemisphere preferences for the processing of relative frequencies were
violated. This confirms better control in the optimal compared to
the non-optimal condition. Whether this represents a consequence
of superior intra- or interhemispheric interactions remains to be de-
termined by neurophysiological experiments.
2.5.4 Overt subdivision benefit
It is known that longer intervals show a higher variability in tim-
ing. This can be by using auditory stimuli in between the taps,
a phenomenon termed subdivision benefit (Repp, 2003). In mul-
tifrequency conditions, internal timing was more precise for taps
associated with the slow tapping rate. Such an effect is called an
overt subdivision benefit (Repp, 2010) and has been demonstrated
already for 2:1 tapping (Semjen and Summers, 2002). Fast “in-
tertaps” may represent a more precise reference for central time-
keeping processes than auditory input alone, potentially due to the
additional somatosensory input. While this effect seems to be ben-
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eficial for tapping slowly, the fast intertaps are timed less precisely
compared to monofrequency fast tapping. The lack of correlation
between variability decrease for slow tapping and variability increase
for fast tapping suggests that the improvement in tapping the slow
rate did not occur directly at the expense of fast tapping rate acu-
ity. Pressure of taps associated with both – the slow and the fast
– tapping rate followed the aforementioned pattern for timing vari-
ability. It is still a question of debate if timing and pressure depend
on different or identical neural sources.
2.5.5 Limitations
2.5.5.1 Neural origin
We hypothesized that the observed manual preferences have a hemi-
spheric, neocortical origin. However, timing has mainly been asso-
ciated with the cerebellum and defined intervals may activate cere-
bellar columns with temporal tuning (Ivry and Richardson, 2002).
Our results may therefore also be explained by a different composi-
tion of time columns in the left and right cerebellum contralateral
to the neocortical hemispheres and ipsilateral to the tapping hand.
Yet, the neocortex together with the basal ganglia, thalamus, and
the cerebellum form functional networks that jointly serve timing
processes. We believe that future research is unlikely to reveal a
single origin of functional lateralization, but will rather identify the
different contributions of subcortical and cortical processes.
2.5.5.2 Left-handedness
We only tested right-handed participants. We do not claim that our
findings generalize to left-handers. They may either show an inverse
pattern of organization or reduced cerebral asymmetries. Empiri-
cal findings suggest that the latter is the case. The lateralization
strength seems to be weaker in left handed people (Serrien et al.,
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2012). While most right-handers generally show a strong asymme-
try between the hands for fast tapping, this asymmetry is reduced in
left-handers (Peters and Durding, 1979; Mellet et al., 2014) . When
people tap with one hand as quickly as possible while the other
hand follows a slower beat, right-handers perform significantly bet-
ter with their optimal combination (left hand following the beat,
right hand maximal speed) while left-handers showed no clear su-
periority of one hand. Their performance for both combinations
was in between the optimal and non-optimal hand arrangement of
right handers (Peters, 1987). Altogether, previous reports suggest
diminished lateralization in left-handers.
2.5.5.3 Alternative theories
The DFF theory is not the only theory that proposes a specific fea-
ture that underlies the origin of hemispheric asymmetries for manual
hand preferences. An alternative framework is the dynamic domi-
nance hypothesis (Sainburg, 2002). This framework proposes that
the left hemisphere is optimized for dynamic control and the right
hemisphere is optimized for positional control of movements. While
this theory can be used to explain asymmetries in static and dynamic
movements, it cannot explain preferences in multifrequency tapping
paradigms, in which only the rate of events is manipulated. Thus,
there may be more than one factor contributing to hemispheric spe-
cialization, relative frequencies being only one of them.
2.6 Conclusion
We tested two influential theoretical proposals for hemisphere spe-
cialization in controlling finger tapping. Although we only analyzed
behavioral data, our results hint at processing differences between
the hemispheres. A functional lateralization of low relative frequen-
cies to the right hemisphere, as proposed by the DFF theory, was
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only found when the produced rhythms were not yet overlearned.
A possible interpretation could be that neural resources for tapping
control were segregated between hemispheres leading to a lateraliza-
tion of timers with different relative processing frequencies: a timer
with faster oscillations in the left and a timer with slower oscillations
in the right hemisphere. On the other hand, known sequences, even
if they involve different frequencies, seem to be controlled by a single
timer which could likely reside in the left hemisphere. Potentially,
this could result from a left hemisphere dominance in processing
hierarchically organized rhythmic structures. Our data are sugges-
tive of the aforementioned relationships between tapping rates and
hemispheric control. Neuroimaging and electrophysiological experi-
ments are required to determine the neural structures that form the
proposed frequency-dependent timers.
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3.1 Abstract
Rhythmic actions benefit from synchronization with external events.
Auditory-paced finger tapping studies indicate the two cerebral hemi-
spheres preferentially control different rhythms. It is unclear whether
left-lateralized processing of faster rhythms and right-lateralized
processing of slower rhythms bases upon hemispheric timing dif-
ferences that arise in the motor or sensory system or whether asym-
metry results from lateralized sensorimotor interactions. We mea-
sured fMRI and MEG during symmetric finger tapping, in which
fast tapping was defined as auditory-motor synchronization at 2.5
Hz. Slow tapping corresponded to tapping to every fourth audi-
tory beat (0.625 Hz). We demonstrate that the left auditory cortex
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preferentially represents the relative fast rhythm in an amplitude
modulation of low beta oscillations while the right auditory cortex
additionally represents the internally generated slower rhythm. We
show coupling of auditory-motor beta oscillations supports build-
ing a metric structure. Our findings reveal a strong contribution of
sensory cortices to hemispheric specialization in action control.
Keywords
Lateralization; Hand motor control; Auditory cortex; Internal Tim-
ing; Theta oscillations; Finger tapping; Beta partial directed coher-
ence
3.2 Introduction
Functional asymmetries between the two hemispheres are an in-
triguing principle of brain organization. On the behavioral level,
these become most evident in the way humans use their hands. In
tasks requiring movements of both hands, right-handers typically
use the right hand for the faster, dynamic movements while the left
hand is used for slower movements, or even static control of hand
position (Sainburg, 2002; Swinnen and Wenderoth, 2004; Serrien
and Sovijrvi-Spap, 2015). Cutting bread or hammering a nail into
the wall represent everyday examples for such functional asymme-
tries. In the lab, finger tapping can be used to detect hemispheric
asymmetries related to this phenomenon. Typically, the right hand
taps relative higher tapping frequencies more precisely than the left
hand even in bimanual monofrequent finger tapping (Repp, 2005;
Ivry, 1996; Peters, 1980). Conversely, the left hand taps relative
lower tapping frequencies more precisely than the right hand (Pflug
et al., 2017). This suggests the left hemisphere preferentially con-
trols relative higher tapping frequencies and the right hemisphere
preferentially controls relative lower tapping frequencies, but the
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origins of such hemispheric asymmetries are not known.
There are several proposals on the origins of functional differences
between the hemispheres ranging from specialized processing in the
sensory domain, lateralized sensorimotor interactions, asymmetric
motor control, to domain-general frameworks on hemispheric domi-
nance (Kimura, 1993; Minagawa-Kawai et al., 2007; Toga and Thomp-
son, 2003; Kell and Keller, 2016). Behavior could benefit from par-
allel processing of different aspects of complex stimuli and/or move-
ment planning in the left and right hemisphere (Serrien et al., 2006).
Influential theories suggest differential sensory processing of relative
frequencies either in the spectral or the temporal domain (Ivry and
Robertson, 1998; Flevaris and Robertson, 2016; Poeppel, 2003) as
computational bases of hemispheric specialization. However, em-
pirical studies in which spectral or temporal aspects of the sensory
input were parameterized did not always support those theories (Luo
et al., 2007; Giraud and Truy, 2002; Boemio et al., 2005). This could
represent a consequence of the fact that brain activity is only subtly
lateralized during perceptual tasks. However, functional lateraliza-
tion is thought to be amplified once a motor output is required (Ivry
and Robertson, 1998; Keller and Kell, 2016).
To dissociate the specific contributions of the sensory and motor
systems to functional lateralization of hand control, we performed
two imaging studies using functional magnetic resonance imaging
(fMRI) and magnetoencephalography (MEG). The study design ex-
cluded that condition effects resulted from sensory stimulus features
or differential effector use. In an auditory-paced finger tapping
paradigm, participants were asked to tap bimanually to auditory
beats. Tapping to every auditory beat (2.5 Hz) was defined as the
fast tapping condition while tapping to every fourth auditory beat
(beat position four) represented slow tapping at 0.625 Hz (see Fig-
ure 3.1).
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Figure 3.1: Tapping conditions. Participants were instructed to tap either to
every beat (fast tapping, left panel) or to the fourth position of four consequent
auditory beats (slow condition, right panel). Filled squares represent tapping
events, white squares represent auditory beats without tapping in the slow tap-
ping condition.
Both frequencies fall into the natural range of finger movements
but represent different ends of the spectrum (Parncutt and Cohen,
1995; London, 2012; Drake and Palmer, 2000; Repp, 2003). While
in the fast tapping condition, the fast auditory beat was the only
rhythm that was processed and used for auditory-motor synchro-
nization, this faster rhythm served as a timing signal to generate
a slower rhythm in the slow tapping condition. The slow tapping
condition was of primary interest in our study, because during slow
tapping two interrelated rhythms had to be represented in parallel,
a condition that could potentially reveal hemispheric specialization
for controlling rhythms of different relative frequencies (Ivry and
Robertson, 1998). A prior behavioral study (Pflug et al., 2017)
suggested that representing a relative slow rhythm in parallel to a
faster one should reveal the contribution of the right hemisphere to
hand control. While we used fMRI to detect whether auditory or
motor regions show a more pronounced lateralization profile, which
answers the question of different contributions of the sensory and
motor systems to hemispheric specialization, we used MEG to iden-
tify hemispheric differences in brain rhythms associated with finger
tapping in a time-resolved manner and to investigate time resolved
directed connectivity between auditory and motor association cor-
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tices (Figure 3.2).
Movement is known to suppress beta oscillations and to increase ac-
tivity in the gamma range (Muthuraman et al., 2012; Tamas et al.,
2018; Pfurtscheller et al., 2003; Pfurtscheller and Lopes da Silva,
1999; Engel and Fries, 2010). Yet, neural oscillations, particularly in
the beta range, not only reflect current motor state but are also im-
plicated in internal timing, especially during rhythm processing, and
are amplitude-modulated during rhythm perception and production
not only in the motor and supplementary motor cortex, but also
in the auditory and auditory association cortex (Arnal and Giraud,
2012; Doelling and Poeppel, 2015; Nobre et al., 2007; Fujioka et al.,
2015; Meijer et al., 2016; Morillon et al., 2014; Kilavik et al., 2013;
Kulashekhar et al., 2016; Morillon and Baillet, 2017; Iversen et al.,
2009). Comparing neural oscillations during slow and fast rhyth-
mic finger tapping may reveal the way the brain represents the two
different rhythms in parallel. Amplitude modulations of beta oscilla-
tions should differ between functional homologues in case there were
hemispheric processing differences in timing of relative tapping fre-
quencies. We hypothesized that motor and/or auditory cortices may
not only differ in overall beta power but also in terms of their degree
of representing the slow and fast rhythms in the temporal modula-
tion of beta power (Fujioka et al., 2015; Morillon and Baillet, 2017).
If the predictions from the signal-driven hypotheses on hemispheric
specialization (Ivry and Robertson, 1998) hold true, we specifically
expected the right auditory cortex to more strongly represent the
slow rhythm and the left auditory cortex the fast rhythm during
slow finger tapping, the condition that comprised both rhythms. A
left dominance in hand motor control based on left-lateralized se-
quencing skills (Kimura, 1993; Haaland et al., 2004), instead, would
predict control of both rhythms by the left hemisphere.
Functional specialization of the two hemispheres has not only been
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linked with lateralized regional activation, but also with the for-
mation of lateralized functional networks of regions (Stephan et al.,
2003; Keller and Kell, 2016). We thus investigated whether auditory-
motor interactions between the right and left auditory association
cortex and the supplementary motor area (SMA), a motor associ-
ation area highly involved in the internal generation of sequences
(Kotz et al., 2009; Merchant et al., 2013, 2015; Crowe et al., 2014),
were modulated differently in the two hemispheres when represent-
ing the slow in addition to the fast rhythm. We hypothesized that
auditory-motor effective connectivity may differ between the two
hemispheres in terms of connection strength in the beta range.
Our results identify the left auditory association cortex as the pri-
mary cortical area that represents the relative fast auditory rhythm
while the right auditory association cortex is recruited to represent
the relative slow tapping rate in an amplitude modulation of low
beta oscillations. In contrast, motor cortices and the cerebellum
only represent the temporal regularities of the motor output. Rep-
resenting the slow in addition to the fast rhythm increases low beta
functional connectivity from the right auditory association cortex to
the SMA in parallel to increased BOLD activation of these regions.
Further, stronger and bidirectional low beta functional connectivity
between the SMA and the left auditory association cortex may priv-
ilege the left hemisphere for hierarchical integration of interrelated
rhythms in a Gestalt (Iversen et al., 2008; Swinnen and Wenderoth,
2004).
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Figure 3.2: Overview of the applied MEG analysis steps: 1) Coherent sources
with the EMG signal were detected at fast tapping frequency using a DICS
beamformer 2) timeseries signals were extracted from the localized sources us-
ing an LCMV beamformer. 3) A sliding window time-frequency analysis was
applied to transform these signals into a time-frequency-representation (TFR).
By averaging over frequencies (14-20 Hz) a low beta band signal was extracted.
4) Source signals were fed into a time and frequency resolved directed connec-
tivity analysis (TPDC).
3.3 Results
3.3.1 Performance measures indicate hemispheric specializations for
relative frequencies
Timing variability was defined as standard deviation of the ab-
solute distance between the actual and target inter-tap-intervals
(Pflug et al., 2017). This measure characterizes internal timing well
(Repp, 2005). A two-factor repeated measures analysis of variance
(ANOVA) on timing variability across condition (slow and fast bi-
manual tapping) and hand (left and right) revealed expectedly an in-
teraction between condition and hand (F(1,41) = 10.23, p = 0.003).
Fast tapping was more precise with the right than the left hand
(right hand: mean(M) = 13.29 ms, standard deviation (SD) = 2.74
ms; left hand: M = 14.41 ms, SD = 2.78 ms) and slow tapping was
more precise with the left compared to the right hand (right hand:
M = 33.78 ms, SD = 18.42 ms; left hand: M = 31.70 ms, SD =
14.97 ms, see Figure 3.3).
No main effect of hand was observed (F(1,41) = 0.760, p = 0.388).
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Figure 3.3: Asymmetries in performance. Timing variability is defined as stan-
dard deviation of the absolute distance between the actual and target inter-
tap-intervals (Pflug et al., 2017). Smaller values are associated with better
performance. Error bars represent the within subject standard error of the
mean. While the right hand taps more precisely in fast tapping, the left hand
demonstrates lower timing variability in the slow tapping condition. The inter-
action between hand and condition is significant at p = 0.003. Note the overall
higher precision in fast compared to slow tapping (differently scaled y-axes;
Repp (2005)).
There was a main effect of condition (F(1,41) = 108.54, p < 0.001)
with an overall higher precision in fast (M = 13.85 ms, SD = 2.80
ms) compared to slow tapping (M = 32.74 ms, SD = 16.90 ms)
(Repp, 2005).
3.3.2 Slow tapping activates the right auditory association cortex
In fMRI, compared to silent baseline, both slow and fast bimanual
tapping showed comparable activation patterns of bilateral regions
involved in auditory-paced finger tapping, including the primary
hand motor cortex, the dorsal and ventral premotor cortex, SMA,
the cingulate motor area, parietal operculum, superior temporal cor-
tex including the auditory cortex, posterior superior temporal gyrus
and sulcus, the putamen, thalamus, and the superior cerebellum (p
< 0.05, FWE cluster-level corrected, see Figure 3.4).
Activity in the auditory association cortex was right lateralized
during slow compared to fast tapping (p < 0.001, FWE cluster-level
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Figure 3.4: Brain areas activated by rhythmic finger tapping. Red: BOLD ac-
tivation associated with slow tapping (p < 0.05, FWE cluster-level corrected).
Blue: BOLD activation associated with fast tapping (p < 0.05, FWE cluster-
level corrected). Yellow: Overlap of activity associated with slow and fast tap-
ping. 3 and -6 indicate coronal and sagittal coordinates, respectively.
Figure 3.5: Effects of internal generation of a slow rhythm. BOLD activation for
slow compared to fast tapping (p < 0.05, FWE cluster-level corrected). Activity
in the auditory association cortex is right-lateralized at p < 0.001.
corrected, cluster size 395 voxels) and this was the only cortical
patch that showed lateralized activity (all other p > 0.05, FWE
cluster-level corrected). Generation of the slow rhythm activated
additionally the bilateral fronto-mesial cortex including the SMA
(see Figure 3.5 and Table 3.2).
3.3.3 Rhythms are differently represented in the left and right au-
ditory association cortex
fMRI revealed a higher activation in the SMA and right auditory
association cortex for slow compared to fast tapping. Thus, MEG
power spectral densities of both sources, as well as left auditory asso-
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ciation cortex, were tested for differences between simple auditory-
motor synchronization and additional internal generation of the slow
rhythm. In all three areas (SMA and both auditory association cor-
tices), slow compared with fast tapping increased power in the low
[14 - 20 Hz] and high beta band [21 - 30 Hz] but not in the delta,
theta, alpha, or gamma range (see Table 3.3).
Figure 3.6: Upper panels: Low beta band (14-20 Hz normalized to mean over
conditions) power modulation in the left (upper left panel) and right (upper
right panel) auditory association cortex (A2) for slow (red) and fast (blue)
tapping. One sequence of four auditory beats is illustrated. There was a stronger
representation of the fast auditory beat frequency in the left compared to the
right auditory association cortex during slow finger tapping (for statistics in the
spectral domain, please see main text). Data are aligned to the tap at beat
position four. Note the different scales for the beta power in left and right
auditory association cortex. Shaded error bars represent the standard error of
the mean (SEM). Lower panels: The background illustrates the low beta power
in single slow tapping trials. Two sequences of four auditory beats with taps at
beat position four are illustrated. Red curves represent mean low beta power ±
SEM. Data are aligned to the right beat four in the panels.
Condition differences were stronger in the low compared to the
high beta band in the SMA and in the right A2 (SMA: t(16) = 3.033,
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p = 0.002, p = 0.818, right A2: t(16) = 1.907, p = 0.046), but not in
the left A2 (left A2: t(16) = 0.228), a region that did not show condi-
tion effects in the fMRI. This confirms a more pronounced role of the
low compared to the high beta band in rhythm generation (Gompf
et al., 2017; Fujioka et al., 2015). Further analyses were therefore
focused on the low beta band. The internal generation of the slow
rhythm during slow tapping increased low beta power compared to
fast tapping, during which beta power was strongly suppressed, in
both auditory association cortices (main effect of condition F(1,16)
= 7.267, p = 0.011, permutation ANOVA on mean values over the
low beta band). Notably, low beta power condition differences be-
tween slow and fast tapping were larger in the right compared to the
left auditory cortex (interaction between condition and hemisphere
F(1,16) = 3.460, p = 0.045) possibly explaining the right-lateralized
activation of this cortical region in fMRI. During slow tapping, low
beta power was maximal at beat position one and decreased to max-
imal beta suppression at the tap on beat position four in both the
left and right auditory association cortex (red curves in Figure 3.6).
While this temporal modulation that reflected the rate of the in-
ternally generated slow rhythm was observed in both the left and
the right auditory association cortex, the additional temporal mod-
ulation at the relative fast auditory beat frequency (2.5 Hz) was
stronger in the left than in the right auditory association cortex
(red curve in Figure 3.6, upper left panel).
In the spectral domain, this translated to a stronger temporal modu-
lation at the fast auditory beat rate in the left compared to the right
auditory cortex during slow tapping (t(16) = 1.8956, p = 0.037).
In contrast, low beta power modulation at the slow tapping rate
was stronger in the right compared to the left auditory association
cortex (t(16) = 1.636, p = 0.040). In the fast tapping condition,
during which participants actively tapped to every auditory beat,
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beta power was maximally suppressed during the entire sequence of
four beats (blue curves in Figure 3.6, upper panels). Consequently,
decreases at the single beat positions were less pronounced (Kilavik
et al., 2013).
3.3.4 Low beta amplitude modulation in the motor cortices reflects
motor output
Figure 3.7: Upper left panel: Low beta band [14-20 Hz] power modulation in
the supplementary motor area (SMA) for slow and fast tapping (mean over
sequences). During fast tapping (blue) the low beta power is modulated by the
fast tapping rate while during slow tapping (red) there is a temporal modulation
by the slow tapping rate (linear beta power decrease). Data are aligned to tap
at beat position four. Shaded error bars indicate the standard error of the mean
(SEM). For statistics in the spectral domain, please see main text. Upper right
panel: The background illustrates the low beta power in single slow tapping
trials. Two sequences of four auditory beats with taps at beat position four are
illustrated. Data are aligned to the tap at the right beat position four in the
panels. Same scale as in Figure 3.6. Red curves represent mean low beta power
± SEM. Lower panels: Time frequency representation of the SMA source signal
during fast (left panel) and slow tapping (right panel).
Power in the low beta band was also less suppressed in the SMA
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during slow compared to fast tapping (t(16) = 2.0917, p = 0.002;
dependent sample permutation t-tests on mean values over the low
beta band). In contrast to the auditory cortices, temporal modu-
lation of the low beta power envelope reflected the actual tapping
rates (see Figure 3.7).
While auditory-motor synchronization in fast tapping decreased
low beta power at every beat position, low beta power in the SMA
decreased linearly from start of the sequence to the fourth beat po-
sition in the slow tapping condition. Consequently, the SMA spec-
trum contained a strong peak around 0.625 Hz (amplitude = 0.357
a.u.), but no peak at 2.5 Hz during slow tapping. During fast tap-
ping there was a strong modulation at 2.5 Hz (amplitude = 0.695
a.u.) and only a very weak modulation around 0.625 Hz (ampli-
tude = 0.058 a.u.). We further investigated whether the signal in
the primary hand motor cortices and the cerebellum resembled the
one observed in the SMA. Low beta amplitude modulation at au-
ditory beat frequency during slow tapping did not differ between
primary hand motor areas and the SMA (left M1: t(16) = 1.217,
p = 0.133, right M1: t(16) = 0.910, p = 0.182), between the left
and right hand motor cortex (t(16) = 0.899, p = 0.332) or between
the cerebellum and the SMA (left cerebellum t(16) = 1.386, p =
0.095, right cerebellum t(16) =1.223, p = 0.110). Together, in con-
trast to the auditory association cortices, the primary hand motor
cortices, cerebellum and the SMA coded solely the motor output in
the amplitude modulation of low beta oscillations.
3.3.5 Low beta band power modulations explain timing variability
If indeed the low beta power modulation reflects internal timing
during slow tapping, it should predict timing variability in single
trials. To investigate low beta band differences between short and
long inter-tap-intervals during slow tapping, a permutation cluster
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statistic was used to check for effects of timing variability.
Low beta power modulation in the left auditory cortex did not con-
tribute to timing variability during slow tapping (Figure 3.8, left-
most panel). In the right auditory association cortex, the amplitude
modulation during too long inter-tap-intervals was larger compared
to the power modulation during too short inter-tap-intervals in the
sense that low beta power was enhanced at beat position one when
participants produced a too long inter-tap-interval (Figure 3.8, left
middle panel, significant cluster at 560 - 660 ms, p = 0.042).
Figure 3.8: Differences in low beta power modulation between too short and too
long inter-tap-intervals (ITI). Sequences of four auditory beats with taps at beat
four were aligned at the left tap in the first three panels. While the fist three
panels illustrate effects during slow tapping, the right panel illustrates low beta
power in the supplementary motor area (SMA) during fast tapping (data left
aligned). Significant differences between too long and too short sequences were
marked in grey. Only low beta power in the right auditory association cortex
(A2) and in the SMA predicted performance during slow tapping. Low beta
amplitude coded the ITI in the SMA. Note the different scales in the panels.
In the SMA, low beta amplitude at beat position one did not
influence performance during slow tapping significantly. Instead,
too long inter-tap-intervals during slow tapping were associated with
a longer low beta suppression at the end of the sequence coinciding
with the delayed tap (Figure 3.8, right middle panel, significant
cluster at 1400 - 1470 ms, p = 0.033; significant cluster at 1560 -
1800 ms p = 0.001). During fast tapping, low beta amplitude coded
performance. A permutation analysis on fast tapping sequences
revealed amplitude coding with enhanced beta power modulations
for too long inter-tap-intervals and reduced beta power modulations
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for too short inter-tap-intervals (Figure 8, rightmost panel, p =
0.002). Due to the maximal low beta suppression in auditory cortices
during fast tapping, no significant difference between too long and
too short inter-tap-intervals was observed in these regions.
3.3.6 Auditory-motor interactions
To study the contribution of auditory-motor interactions to the
right-lateralized processing of the slow rhythm during slow com-
pared to fast tapping, time-resolved partial directed coherence (TPDC)
was calculated between the secondary auditory cortices and the
SMA and vice versa on MEG source level data. This measure is
insensitive to local power differences (Kaminski et al., 2016; Tsapeli
and Musolesi, 2015; Nalatore et al., 2007; Muthuraman et al., 2018)
and is ideally suited to investigate time-resolved directed functional
connectivity. Both slow and fast tapping increased TPDC between
the auditory cortices and the SMA in the low beta and mid gamma
range with strongest effective connectivity from the left auditory as-
sociation cortex to the SMA (see Figure 3.9).
To reveal directed connectivity when representing two rhythms
instead of one rhythm, we focused the connectivity analyses on the
contrast between slow and fast tapping and restricted them again
to the low beta band (Gompf et al., 2017; Fujioka et al., 2015).
A two-factor repeated measures ANOVA on averaged connectivity
in the low-beta band across hemisphere (left and right) and direction
(auditory to motor and motor to auditory) revealed a main effect
of hemisphere (F(1,16) = 7.00, p = 0.018) with stronger condition
differences between slow and fast tapping in the left (M = 0.007,
SD = 0.0048) compared to the right (M = 0.003, SD = 0.0054)
hemisphere. This surprising effect was accompanied by a close-to-
threshold interaction between direction and hemisphere (F(1,16) =
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Figure 3.9: Time resolved partial directed coherence (TPDC) during slow (upper
panels) and fast tapping (lower panels). TPDC was particularly strong in the
low beta and the low gamma band. Note the overall increased connectivity
strength between the left auditory association cortex and the SMA compared
to the other connections. SMA: supplementary motor area. A2: Auditory
association cortex.
3.83, p = 0.068). While the connections from left A2 to the SMA
(t(16) = 4.174, p = 0.002), from the right A2 to the SMA (t(16) =
2.988, p = 0.005), and the one from the SMA to the left A2 (t(16) =
3.385, p = 0.001) increased low-beta connectivity for slow compared
to fast tapping, the connection from the SMA to the right A2 was
not enhanced for slow compared to fast tapping (t(16) = -0.882, p
= 0.392, see Figure 3.10, left panel).
In sum, slow compared with fast tapping increased interactions in
the low beta band between both the left and right auditory asso-
ciation cortex and the SMA and between the SMA and the left
auditory association cortex (see Figure 3.10, right panel) with an
overall stronger connectivity in the left compared to the right hemi-
sphere. We investigated individual timing variability in the slow
tapping condition for a correlation with directed connectivity con-
trasts for slow > fast tapping. An increased connection strength in
the connection from the SMA to the left A2 during slow compared
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to fast tapping correlated with timing variability in the sense that
it reduced timing variability of the right hand when tapping slowly
(r = -0.490. p = 0.04). All other correlations were not significant
(p > 0.05). Auditory-motor interactions were not only structured
in frequency, but also in time (see Figure 3.9).
Figure 3.10: Left panel: Condition differences between slow and fast tapping
in low beta band [14-20 Hz] effective connectivity. Connections with increased
low beta band interactions (p < 0.05) during slow compared to fast tapping.
SMA: supplementary motor area. A2: Auditory association cortex. TPDC:
Time-resolved partial directed coherence.
The effective connectivity in the low beta range for slow compared
to fast tapping was amplitude-modulated by a theta rhythm at 6.5
Hz in all connections except for the connection from the SMA to
the right auditory association cortex (for statistics see Table 3.1),
the connection that also did not show significant low beta band
condition effects. There was an additional modulation of effective
connectivity in the low beta range by an alpha rhythm at 10.5 Hz
in all connections except for the connection from the right auditory
cortex to the SMA. There was no other rhythmic modulation of low
beta effective connectivity for slow compared to fast tapping (all p
> 0.05).
3.4 Discussion
Our experiments identify the auditory association cortex as the part
of the brain that represents relative rhythms differently in the two
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hemispheres. During auditory-paced slow bimanual tapping, when
two interrelated rhythms have to be represented by the brain, the
left auditory association cortex represents the fast auditory beat rate
more strongly than the right auditory association cortex in an am-
plitude modulation of low beta oscillations, although both auditory
cortices receive identical sensory input. While both auditory asso-
ciation cortices represent also the internally generated slow tapping
rate in an amplitude modulation of low beta power, the right audi-
tory association cortex increases low beta power more strongly for
slow compared to fast tapping and activates more strongly in terms
of BOLD than the left auditory association cortex. This suggests
that the brain represents the faster rhythm preferentially in the left
and the slower rhythm preferentially in the right hemisphere which
ultimately results in different tapping precision of the left and right
hand during slow and fast tapping, respectively.
3.4.1 Rhythm representations in the auditory association cortices
A functional lateralization in terms of differences in activation of
functional homologues was only observed in the auditory and not in
the motor association cortices. Together with the cerebellum, mo-
tor cortices rather mirrored the actual motor output with a stronger
BOLD signal in the bilateral SMA associated with reduced beta sup-
pression during internal timing compared to auditory-motor syn-
chronization (Gompf et al., 2017). Beta suppression during slow
tapping was not maximal such that ceiling levels cannot explain
missing lateralization in the SMA. Lateralization in motor associ-
ation cortices is often observed in the lateral dorsal premotor cor-
tex, particularly during asymmetric or complex bimanual actions as
compared to the symmetric finger taps used in this study (Haslinger
et al., 2002; Hlustk et al., 2002; Hardwick et al., 2013). The lateral
dorsal premotor cortex is activated by polyrhythmic external stimuli
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while internally generated rhythms activate the SMA (Swinnen and
Wenderoth, 2004). The lack of lateralization effects in the motor
cortices in our study suggests that the observed functional lateral-
ization on the behavioral level was timing-related and not related
to bimanual motor coordination (Serrien et al., 2003).
Indeed, right lateralization of auditory association cortex activity
was related with improved left hand timing despite a bilateral ac-
tivation of the SMA in slow tapping. No other brain areas beyond
the bilateral SMA and the right auditory association cortex acti-
vated significantly for slow compared with fast tapping, a condition
that could have been associated with increased counting effort com-
pared to the fast tapping condition. Counting during perceptual
grouping activates the intraparietal sulcus, dorsolateral prefrontal
and inferior frontal cortex (Ansari, 2008), none of which was ac-
tivated in our study. Our results confirm a strong contribution
of the sensory cortices to the lateralization of action control, as
suggested by the sensory-driven hypotheses on hemispheric special-
ization (Minagawa-Kawai et al., 2011; Ivry and Robertson, 1998).
Because both auditory cortices receive the same auditory input (the
fast auditory beat rate) in both slow and fast tapping, the nearly
absent fast auditory beat rate representation in the right auditory
association cortex likely constitutes the consequence of dynamic at-
tention to every fourth auditory stimulus. Notably, this filtering is
performed in the temporal domain, suggesting that the right audi-
tory association cortex actively selects the relevant auditory beats
for slow rhythm generation. This is reminiscent of the dynamic at-
tending theory (Jones, 1987) which proposes that during perception,
auditory cortex oscillations are aligned to rhythmic auditory input
to select behaviorally relevant input (Schroeder and Lakatos, 2009).
Beta power in the right but not in the left auditory association cor-
tex explained timing variability during slow tapping. The internal
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generation of a too slow rhythm was associated with an even larger
amplitude modulation with enhanced beta power at beat position
one. The same amplitude coding was observed in the SMA, although
only during fast tapping. In our experiment, time information was
coded in the amplitude of beta oscillations. Recently, time infor-
mation during rhythmic finger tapping in the subsecond range has
also been related to the amplitude of abstract representations of the
SMA neural population dynamics in non-human primates (Gamez
et al., 2019). Neither did the neuronal population dynamics scale in
time, nor was the slope of the beta power modulation in our study
modulated by slow vs. fast finger tapping, which suggests time in-
deed is coded in amplitude, at least during rhythmic finger tapping
(see Fujioka et al. (2015) and Wang et al. (2018) for contrasting
views).
Assuming time information is coded accumulator-like (Ivry and Richard-
son, 2002) in the power difference between minimal and maximal
beta suppression we may state that amplitude coding identifies brain
regions with different preferred time intervals. The association be-
tween timing variability and amplitude coding in the motor associa-
tion cortex during fast tapping and the relationship between timing
variability and amplitude coding in the right but not left auditory
association cortex during slow tapping confirms that the brain uses
the motor system for subsecond timing and non-motor cortices for
suprasecond timing (Morillon et al., 2009). During slow tapping the
SMA coded solely the information on the actual timing of the tap in
the latency of the maximal suppression at beat position four. This
emphasizes the contribution of the right auditory association cortex
to the internal generation of a slow, supra-second rhythm.
Low beta power in the cerebellar sources did only mirror the motor
output in our experiment. However, subcortical regions including
the cerebellum, basal gangia and thalamus, make part of a ded-
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icated neural timing system and likely provide more than motor
timing information (Kotz and Schwartze, 2011). We cannot rule
out that other cerebellar sources with less cortico-muscular coher-
ence compared to the cerebellar sources identified here show internal
timing-related profiles.
3.4.2 Polyrhythmicity during syncopation activates the right audi-
tory association cortex
Although the right auditory association cortex was more strongly
activated by the slow than the fast tapping condition, also the left
auditory association cortex represented the slow tapping rate in a
beta power decrease from start to the end of a sequence of four
auditory beats. This raises the question why the right auditory
association cortex was additionally recruited for slow tapping and
associated with performance if all necessary temporal information
could be decoded from left auditory association cortex. Note that in
our study participants tapped the slow rhythm on every fourth audi-
tory beat, which represents a syncopated rhythm with a 270◦ phase
delay in relation to the 4/4 standard meter that was introduced
by the four priming auditory beats prior to each trial. In a pre-
vious behavioral experiment, we showed that the right hemisphere
advantage for the control of slow tapping depended on syncopation,
because it was not observed when participants tapped at auditory
beat position one when tapping slowly (at 0◦ phase difference rel-
ative to the standard meter, Pflug et al. (2017)). Non-syncopated
slow tapping at beat position one reflects the overlearned 4/4 meter
that constitutes the standard meter in Western culture (London,
2012). In dynamic pattern theory, 0◦ phase angles represent more
stable dynamical states compared to 270◦ phase differences (Zanone
and Kelso, 1992).
Perceiving syncopated compared to non-syncopated rhythms acti-
vates the right more than the left auditory association cortex (Her-
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dener et al., 2014). However, our results are not a consequence of
stimulus features like accentuation or lengthening, because the au-
ditory stream used in this experiment consisted of identical beats.
They rather indicate that the involvement of the right auditory cor-
tex is not a direct consequence of the increased complexity of rhyth-
mic grouping during syncopated slow tapping compared to simple
auditory-motor synchronization during fast tapping. Instead, the
MEG and behavioral results demonstrate that the two rhythms are
not represented randomly in the left and right hemispheres, but
rather systematically with a stronger representation of the relative
fast rhythm in the left and of the relative slow rhythm in the right
hemisphere.
We interpret our observation in such a way that syncopated rhythms
are represented separately by the two hemispheres as long as they
are not yet hierarchically integrated in a Gestalt based on experi-
ence. From a dynamic pattern theory perspective, the 270◦ phase
angle during syncopated tapping induces competition between at-
tractor states with a strong tendency to tap at 0◦ phase difference
relative to the standard meter (Swinnen, 2002). This tendency could
be reduced by increasing the energy needed for a phase transition
from tapping the instructed 270◦ phase angle to the tapping along
the standard meter. Note that in motor as well as auditory cor-
tices, beta amplitude was minimal at beat position four and maximal
at beat position one during slow tapping, which decreases tapping
probability at beat position one. Competition between the standard
meter and the phase-shifted slow tapping rhythm of same frequency
could be reduced by increasing the physical distance of their repre-
sentations. This would permit parallel representations of competing
attractors. The brain could potentially solve this problem by repre-
senting the standard meter and its relationship to the fast auditory
beat rate in the right hemisphere and the slow tapping rhythm in
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the left hemisphere. The fact that the brain does not follow this
path and rather represents the internally generated phase-shifted
slow rhythm in the right auditory association cortex and the fast
auditory beat rate in the left auditory association cortex speaks in
favor of different temporal filters in auditory association cortex as
sources of hemispheric specialization.
In addition, preferential binding of rhythms with different frequen-
cies in the left hemisphere may contribute to functional lateraliza-
tion. The left hemisphere outperforms the right hemisphere in local
binding (Flevaris et al., 2010), which is critical for beat and meter in-
tegration. Integrating fast rhythms and slow rhythms with 0◦ phase
angle relative to the standard meter may facilitate hierarchical bind-
ing in a Gestalt (Zanone and Kelso, 1992) which could bias meter
processing to the left hemisphere. This may explain the numerous
reports on an involvement of the left hemisphere in rhythm produc-
tion in professional musicians (Vuust et al., 2006; Kunert et al., 2015;
Herdener et al., 2014) and explain empirical findings that ostensibly
support the motor-driven hypotheses of left hemispheric dominance
(Kimura, 1993; Haaland et al., 2004).
3.4.3 Auditory-motor interactions in the beta range privilege the
left hemisphere for rhythm integration
Tapping rhythms were most strongly represented in the low beta
band in both motor and auditory cortices. Effects in the beta band
have often been found in tasks that require synchronization of large-
scale brain networks (Gehrig et al., 2012; Roelfsema et al., 1997) and
more recently have been associated with top-down signals in hier-
archically organized cortical networks (Bastos et al., 2015; Fontolan
et al., 2014). Beta oscillations are particularly strong in the motor
system including the basal ganglia, which also play an important
role in rhythmic motor behavior (Kotz et al., 2009). During fin-
ger tapping, spike-field coherence in the striatum is stronger for
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beta compared to gamma oscillations and beta oscillations are more
strongly related with internal rhythm generation than with sensory
processing during tapping (Bartolo et al., 2014). Consequently, an
important role of auditory-motor interactions in the beta range was
expected and, indeed, interactions between the auditory and motor
association cortices were strongest in the low beta band. However,
the internal representation of the slow tapping rhythm in the right
auditory association cortex was not associated with additional top-
down signals in the low beta band from the SMA to the right au-
ditory association cortex compared to fast tapping during which no
additional rhythm was represented.
In the right hemisphere, slow tapping increased information flow
in the low beta band only from the auditory association cortex to
the SMA, possibly to provide slow rhythm information. The SMA
received also stronger low beta input from the left auditory asso-
ciation cortex during slow compared to fast tapping which could
reflect the effort to integrate the slow with the fast rhythm that
was more strongly represented in the left auditory association cor-
tex. The SMA could thus be interpreted as the midline structure
that integrates rhythm information from both auditory association
cortices and times tapping accordingly. Yet, in contrast to the right
hemisphere, slow tapping also strengthened the top-down connec-
tion from the SMA to the left auditory association cortex compared
to fast tapping. This left-lateralized top-down connection was the
only connectivity in our study that correlated with tapping accuracy.
The stronger the connection was from the SMA to the left auditory
association cortex during slow compared with fast tapping, the more
precise participants tapped with their right hand in the slow tap-
ping condition. This suggests that the right hand, that taps fast
rhythms more precisely than slow rhythms, may benefit from bidi-
rectional auditory-motor interactions in the left hemisphere when
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tapping slowly. Together with the overall stronger directed connec-
tivity between the left auditory association cortex and the SMA,
this auditory-motor loop may facilitate rhythm integration in the
left hemisphere (Nozaradan et al., 2015).
Auditory-motor loops can also be used to facilitate perceptual tim-
ing in the absence of overt motor behavior. Such a motor facilitation
is efficient when estimating time periods of below one to two sec-
onds (Morillon et al., 2009; Rao et al., 1997; Funk and Epstein,
2004). Auditory rhythmic sampling without overt motor behavior
involves beta signals from the left lateralized motor cortex to the au-
ditory association cortex (Morillon and Baillet, 2017). This finding
confirms the left-lateralized top-down connection in beta connectiv-
ity between the motor and auditory association cortex found in our
study even in the absence of overt movement.
Beta signals associated with slow compared to fast tapping between
the auditory association cortices and the SMA and vice versa were
modulated by a theta rhythm. Fronto-temporal theta oscillations
have been associated with auditory-motor and multisensory inte-
gration (van Atteveldt et al., 2014) and more specifically support
auditory working memory (Albouy et al., 2017), speech perception
(Assaneo and Poeppel, 2018), and speech production (Behroozmand
et al., 2015). The auditory-motor theta rhythm observed in this fin-
ger tapping study was observed at a peak frequency of 6.5 Hz, which
corresponds to the frequency at which also the velocity of slow finger
movements is modulated (Gross et al., 2002). This is slightly higher
than the auditory-motor theta rhythm associated with speech pro-
cessing, which peaks at 4.5 Hz (Assaneo and Poeppel, 2018), poten-
tially due to the higher natural resonance frequencies of the fingers
compared to the jaw (Junge et al., 1998).
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3.4.4 Implications for speech processing
The observed functional differences between the hemispheres dur-
ing auditory-paced finger tapping remind the asymmetries observed
during speech processing. During speech perception, the syllable
rate in the theta range serves as a strong acoustic cue that en-
trains oscillations in the bilateral auditory association cortex and in-
duces auditory-motor interactions in this frequency range (Assaneo
and Poeppel, 2018). Auditory-motor interactions are left-lateralized
both during speech perception (Mottonen et al., 2014; Murakami
et al., 2015; Hickok, 2015) and speech production (Kell et al., 2011;
Keller and Kell, 2016) suggesting left-lateralized auditory-motor loops.
In both motor and auditory association cortices, binding of speech-
relevant rhythms via cross-frequency coupling is left lateralized in
fronto-temporal cortices during speech perception (Gross et al., 2013).
These observations suggest left-lateralized auditory-motor loops could
improve rhythm integration by cross-frequency coupling both during
speech perception and production. Indeed, reduced auditory-motor
coupling in the left hemisphere of people who stutter is associated
with overt deficits in controlling speech rhythm (Neef et al., 2015;
Chang and Zhu, 2013; Kell et al., 2018). The deficit in rhythm inte-
gration in people who stutter is associated with an over-recruitment
of the right hemisphere during speech production that is reduced
upon recovery (Kell et al., 2009, 2018). The right over-activation
during speaking may be regarded as a strategy to separate compet-
ing attractors that arise from insufficient auditory-motor mapping in
the left hemisphere (Hickok et al., 2011). It is interesting to note in
this context that this speech disorder that has been associated with
basal ganglia dysfunction (Alm, 2004) shows abnormal beta oscil-
lations associated with timing both in speech and non-speech tasks
(Etchell et al., 2016, 2015). Future research will need to elucidate
the commonalities and differences between the functional lateraliza-
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tion of hand control and the lateralization of speech production.
3.5 Conclusions
We show here that representing two rhythms during syncopation lat-
eralizes processing of the relative faster rhythm to the left and the
relative slower rhythm to the right hemisphere. Auditory associa-
tion cortices filter adaptively the preferred temporal modulation rate
and send this time signal to the supplementary motor area for mo-
tor output coordination. The filter is relative rather than absolute,
meaning that the hemispheres do not lose the complementary infor-
mation, but nevertheless represent preferentially different rhythms.
An additional top-down communication from the SMA to the left
auditory association cortex may privilege the left hemisphere in in-
tegrating multiple rhythms in a multiplexed Gestalt, which likely




Twenty-five participants (10 male; aged 19 - 31 years; M = 24 years)
were included in the fMRI study; seventeen participants (6 male,
aged 21-38 years; M = 26 years) in the MEG study. Number of par-
ticipants was chosen based on a literature research for finger tapping
experiments in MEG/EEG studies and fMRI, respectively. Par-
ticipants had normal or corrected-to-normal visual acuity, normal
hearing, no neurological deficits and were right-handed according to
self-reports and their laterality index based on the Edinburg inven-
tory of manual preference (fMRI: M = 86; MEG: M = 89; Oldfield
(1971)). Participants performed a test run of approximately five
minutes before measurement to become familiar with the task. All
participants gave written informed consent prior to the study and
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were paid for participation. Experimental procedures were approved
by the ethics committee of the medical faculty of Goethe university
(GZ 12/14), and are in accordance with the declaration of Helsinki.
3.6.2 Tapping Paradigm
In every trial of this auditory paced finger tapping paradigm, 36 au-
ditory beats (1600 Hz, 2 ms) were presented with a constant inter-
beat-interval of 400 ms (2.5 Hz, 210 bpm). Participants were asked
to tap with their index fingers at two different rates to these beats.
No auditory feedback was provided. Thus, auditory input did not
differ between conditions. In the fast tapping condition, partici-
pants tapped to every auditory beat. In the slow tapping condition,
participants were instructed to iteratively count four beats inter-
nally and tap only on beat position four (Figure 3.1). Therefore,
tapping to the 36 auditory beats resulted in 36 taps when tapping
the fast rate and 9 taps when tapping the slow rate during each
15 second-long trial. Eight different tapping conditions were per-
formed. In four unimanual conditions participants tapped with one
hand (left or right) either the fast or the slow tapping rate. Four
bimanual conditions were either performed monofrequent, in which
both hands tapped the same rate or multifrequent, in which one
hand tapped the fast rate and the other hand the slow rate. Here,
we report the two bimanual monofrequent conditions during which
both hands were engaged in the same motor output. While “fast
tapping” represents simple auditory motor synchronization to the
presented auditory beat, in “slow tapping” the single beats had to
be cognitively grouped in sequences of four. This necessitates the
generation of a slower rhythmic structure in addition to processing
the same fast auditory beats as in fast tapping. The task was per-
formed in runs with 24 trials each, in semi-randomized order. A
trial started with a presentation of a visual instruction that indi-
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cated the upcoming condition. Before participants started tapping,
four auditory beats of higher pitch primed the auditory beat rate.
The inter-trial interval was jittered in both recordings (fMRI: 10.1 -
13.6 s and MEG: 7.7 - 12 s) to reduce temporal predictability during
baseline.
3.6.3 Timing variability
Timing variability was calculated using the standard deviation of ab-
solute distance between the actual inter-tap-intervals and the target
inter-tap-interval (400 ms for fast, 1600 ms for slow tapping rates)
of consecutive taps (for a more detailed description see Pflug et al.
(2017)). For tap detection, the maximal tap pressure was used.
Timing variability was calculated for every hand and condition in-
dependently. Values of both recording methods (fMRI and MEG)
were used as dependent variables in a 2 (condition [slow, fast]) x 2
(hands [left, right]) mixed design repeated measure analysis. Signifi-
cant effects were post-hoc tested using paired-sample t-tests. Signif-
icance level (alpha) was set at 0.05. Statistical tests were conducted
using SPSS Statistics 22.0 (IBM Company, RRID:SCR 002865).
3.6.4 fMRI
3.6.4.1 Recording procedure
Participants laid in a supine position. Two pneumatic pressure sen-
sors (MP150, Biopac Systems, RRID:SCR 014279) were attached to
the pads of participants index fingers and participants were asked
to tap with the sensors on their ipsilateral thigh. The pressure sen-
sitivity of the sensors was 0.01 cm H2O with a sampling rate of 1
kHz. Auditory beats were presented binaurally via headphones and
visual condition cues were displayed with a projector on a screen
in front of the participants. Pacing signals and visual instructions
were presented with Presentation Software (Neurobehavioral Sys-
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tems, Albany, CA, USA Albany). The fMRI experiment consisted
of 2 runs, each including three trials of every condition in random-
ized order with a one minute break in between runs.
3.6.4.2 Data acquisition
The fMRI data were recorded in a simultaneous EEG/fMRI ex-
periment; however, we only report the fMRI results in the present
study. The results of the EEG analysis are presented in Gompf et
al 2017. The entire equipment was fMRI compatible and met all
security standards (Brain Products EEG/fMRI Hardware, RRID:
SCR 009443). Scanning was performed on a Siemens Trio 3 Tesla
magnetic resonance system (Siemens MAGNETOM Vision, Erlan-
gen, Germany) equipped with a circular polarized Send/Receive
head coil with an integrated preamplifier. Functional images were
obtained with a gradient-echo T2*-weighted transverse echo-planar
imaging (EPI) sequence (614 volumes; repetition time (TR) = 2.08s;
echo time (TE) = 29ms; flip angle = 90◦; 32 axial slices; 3mm3
isotropic voxel size). Additionally, high-resolution T1-weighted anatom-
ical scans (TR = 2.25s; TE = 3.83ms; flip angle = 9◦; 176 slices per
slab; 1mm3 isotropic size) were obtained.
3.6.4.3 Preprocessing
Image processing and data analyses were performed in SPM12 (Wel-
come Trust Centre for Neuroimaging, London, UK; RRID: SCR 007037).
After eliminating the first four volumes in each participant due to
field inhomogeneity in the beginning of each run, standard prepro-
cessing was performed (realignment, co-registration of anatomical
T1-images to the mean functional image with subsequent segmenta-
tion using Tissue Probability Maps, normalization to the Montreal
Neurological Institute [MNI] standard brain template and smooth-
ing with an 8 mm full-width at half-maximum Gaussian kernel). For
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lateralization analyses (see below), images were preprocessed with
the use of a symmetrical template to prevent anatomical differences
between hemispheres from inducing spurious lateralization effects
(Keller and Kell, 2016). To this end, symmetric Tissue Probability
Maps were created by averaging the mean Tissue Probability Map
and its flipped counterpart. The preprocessed images were analyzed
within the framework of general linear models for time-series data
(Worsley and Friston, 1995).
3.6.4.4 Statistical Analysis
On the single-subject level, eight condition-specific regressors were
modelled by convolving the onsets and durations of conditions (mod-
elled by boxcar functions) with the canonical hemodynamic response
function to obtain predicted BOLD responses. Additional fifteen re-
gressors of no interest were calculated, eight of them capturing the
variance associated with the condition instructions, one for mod-
elling an additional tap participants usually made after the last
metronome click in fast conditions, as well as six regressors for head-
motion-related effects. For group-level analyses, the regressors of all
eight conditions, modelling condition-specific tapping effects, were
included in a 1 x 8 ANOVA to account for the variance caused by the
other conditions. We report the effects of slow and fast bimanual
tapping and thus contrasted the conditions separately against an
implicit baseline and against each other. The significance threshold
was set at p< 0.05 family-wise error (FWE) corrected at cluster level
with a cluster identification threshold of p < 0.001, uncorrected.
3.6.4.5 Lateralization Analysis
Post-hoc lateralization analyses were performed on the effect of slow
rhythm generation. The processing steps followed (Keller and Kell,
2016). First, contrast images of slow > fast tapping were calcu-
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lated on the single subject level using the symmetrical template
for normalization. These images were then flipped over their mid-
sagittal axis. In a subsequent two-sample t-test, the non-flipped
contrast images were compared with their flipped counterparts on
the group-level. To avoid artifacts resulting from cerebrospinal fluid
in the sagittal sulcus, a midline mask was applied. The threshold
for significance was set at p < 0.05 FWE corrected at cluster level
with a cluster identification threshold of p < 0.001. This identi-




Participants sat in an upright position in the MEG chamber. Head
movements were limited using foam pads. Participants tapped on
pressure sensors fixed on the left and right armrests. Auditory beats
were presented binaurally through plastic tubes and a projector was
used to display visual condition cues on a screen. Participants were
asked to restrict their gaze to the center of the screen during the task.
The experiment consisted of four runs, 11 minutes each, including
each three trials of every condition, with two minutes breaks in runs.
Surface electromyogram (EMG) electrodes were placed over both ex-
tensor digitorum communis muscles. Electrooculogram (EOG) was
recorded to detect horizontal and vertical eye-movements and elec-
trocardiogram (ECG) for heart beats. Participants’ head positions
relative to the gradiometer array were determined continuously us-
ing three localization coils (ear-channel and nasion).
3.6.5.2 Data acquisition
MEG was recorded using a whole-head system (Omega 2005; VSM
MedTech) with 275 channels at a sampling rate of 1200 Hz in a
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synthetic third-order gradiometer configuration. Data were filtered
off-line with fourth-order Butterworth 300 Hz low-pass and 2 Hz
high-pass filters. Line noise at 50 Hz was removed using a band
pass filter. Recorded data were down-sampled to 1000 Hz and fused
with the data of the tapping pressure sensors.
3.6.5.3 Preprocessing
MEG recordings were preprocessed and analyzed using the Fieldtrip
toolbox (Oostenveld et al. (2011), RRID:SCR 004849) in MATLAB
(RRID:SCR 001622). Trials containing muscle or SQUID artifacts
were removed using an automatic artifact rejection algorithm (De-
lorme et al., 2004). Trial segments with a head movement exceeding
5 mm were also discarded from further analysis. Independent com-
ponent analysis was performed to identify and reject components
of heart muscle and blinks. For easier detection, components were
correlated with the ECG and EOG signal. Data from whole tri-
als were used for source reconstruction (see next section). Clean
trials without artifacts (overall 89 %) were cut into sequences con-
taining four consecutive beats. In the fast tapping condition, four
consecutive taps were defined as a valid sequence. Sequences in the
slow tapping condition were valid if they included only one tap at
the intended beat position four. To visualize the slow rhythm over
multiple sequences, we also cut trials into time windows containing
two sequences of four auditory beats. To this end we used the taps
of the fourth and fifth sequence within each trial, which are in the
middle of in total nine sequences per trial. An overview of the fol-
lowing analysis steps is illustrated in Figure 3.2 and explained in
detail below.
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3.6.5.4 Source reconstruction
We identified brain areas that showed significant coherence with
the averaged EMG signals of the extensor digitorum muscles during
bimanual fast tapping following the standard procedure for source
analysis during auditory paced finger tapping (see Figure 3.2 step 1,
Gross et al. (2001); Pollok et al. (2005); Muthuraman et al. (2014,
2018)). A spherical MEG source model was used to estimate the
sources in every participant. Afterwards, cortico-muscular coher-
ence was calculated and significant sources were identified for every
participant individually.
In detail, a dynamic imaging of coherent sources (DICS) beam-
former approach was used to identify (sub-)cortico-muscular coher-
ent sources. For beamforming, the individual head models were
co-registered with the Talairach standard MRI brain using Field-
trip. MEG source analysis with a spherical head model and further
source reconstruction based on a template brain is accurate (Stein-
straeter et al., 2009) and constitutes the standard approach when in-
dividual structural MRI data are not available for every participant
(Jensen et al., 2005; Ross and Tremblay, 2009; Fujioka et al., 2010,
2015), because the spatial precision of detected sources is equiva-
lent to analyses based on individual structural MRI data (Hasnain
et al., 1998). Since significant coherent sources were identified in
each individual, the topographical relationship between sources was
additionally considered in source denomination.
Original coherence was tested against 999 surrogate datasets where
the MEG trial structure was shuffled but the EMG trials were kept
stable. For every grid point, a threshold for detecting coherent
sources was set at the 95th percentile of permutation results. This
analysis revealed cortical and subcortical brain areas involved in bi-
manual finger tapping in each participant, including the supplemen-
tary motor area and thalamus, as well as the bilateral dorsolateral
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prefrontal cortex, dorsal premotor cortex, primary hand sensorimo-
tor cortex, secondary somatosensory cortex in the Rolandic oper-
culum, posterior parietal cortex, secondary auditory cortex in the
superior temporal gyrus, and cerebellum. Since the activation of the
right hand motor cortex in bimanual fast tapping was sub-threshold
in some participants (above 90th percentile), the unimanual left
hand fast tapping condition was used to confirm the localization
of the right hand motor cortex above significance level.
3.6.5.5 Source level analysis
As a next step, time courses of EMG-coherent sources were ex-
tracted separately for the slow and fast bimanual tapping condition
using a linearly constrained minimum variance beamformer method
(LCMV, Van Veen et al. (1997)) for each frequency from 2 - 300 Hz
(temporal resolution: 1000 Hz, see Figure 3.2 step 2). Source level
analyses were performed on extracted timeseries of the SMA and
the right auditory association cortex, since these areas were identi-
fied by fMRI as being activated in slow compared to fast tapping.
To compare activity in the right auditory cortex with activity in
its homologue, activity in the left auditory association cortex was
also extracted. For completeness, also activity in the left and right
primary handmotor cortex, as well as activity in both cerebellar
hemispheres was investigated.
All signals were converted into the time-frequency space. Wavelet
transformations (slepian windows) were calculated for every sequence
by sliding a window of 7-times the related period length (2-80 Hz,
1 Hz resolution) in 10 ms steps. Averages over sequences of four
auditory beats were calculated for every participant and condition,
resulting in two dimensional arrays with time and frequency dimen-
sions (see Figure 3.7, lower panels for examples). Power averages
over frequencies were calculated in predefined standard frequency
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bands: theta [4-7 Hz], alpha [8-13 Hz], low beta [14-20 Hz], high
beta [21-30 Hz] and gamma [31-80 Hz]. To compare power spectral
differences (PSD) between conditions within cortical sources, fre-
quency bands were averaged over the time domain resulting in one
PSD value per condition and participant. These values were used in
non-parametric permutation dependent t-tests (999 permutations,
alpha = 0.05) to detect condition differences in the amplitude of
the predefined frequency bands. Additionally, t-contrasts between
conditions from the sources of interest (SMA and auditory cortices)
were calculated to test for power differences between the low and
high beta band. Since condition contrasts were higher in the low
compared to the high beta band, we focused further analysis on the
low beta band (Figure 3.2, step 3), which has been shown to reflect
internal timing best (Fujioka et al., 2015; Gompf et al., 2017).
Band-pass filtered low beta band signals in the SMA and auditory
association cortex were normalized with the average over both con-
ditions to reduce inter-subject-variability and plotted as a function
of time during the sequence of four auditory beats, separately for the
slow and fast tapping condition. To detect an amplitude modula-
tion of the low beta band signal (Morillon and Baillet, 2017; Fujioka
et al., 2015) at a temporal modulation rate that corresponded to the
fast auditory beat rate (2.5 Hz), a fast Fourier transformation was
applied to the normalized band-pass signals (resulting frequency res-
olution: 0.5 Hz). Power spectra of each source were z-transformed
for every participant. PSD values of low-beta band modulation at
auditory beat frequency (2.5 ± 0.5 Hz) were tested for differences
between the left and the right auditory cortex as well as between
the left and right primary hand motor cortex and between the pri-
mary handmotor cortices and the SMA, and between left and right
cerebellum and the SMA using non-parametric permutation depen-
dent t-tests (999 permutations, alpha = 0.05). Since sequences of
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four taps did not allow for analysis of a temporal modulation rate
at 0.625 Hz, we additionally investigated entire trials for a tempo-
ral modulation of low beta power at the slow tapping rate (0.625
Hz). PSD values of low-beta power modulation at the slow tapping
frequency (0.625 ± 0.25 Hz) were tested for condition differences
in the left and right auditory cortices as well as in the SMA (non-
parametric permutation dependent t-tests, 999 permutations, alpha
= 0.05). We additionally tested whether the representation of the
slow tapping rate in the spectrum of the right auditory association
cortex was stronger compared to the left auditory association cortex
(non-parametric permutation dependent t-tests, 999 permutations,
alpha = 0.05).
Single trial data of slow tapping are illustrated in Figure 3.6, lower
panels and Figure 3.7, upper right panel. Averages of beta power
sequences are plotted in Figure 3.6, upper panels, and Figure 3.7,
upper left panel. The lower panels in Figure 3.6 and the right up-
per panel in Figure 3.7 illustrate the average beta power during two
sequences of slow tapping for better illustration of the slow rhythm.
3.6.5.6 Relationship between low beta power modulation and timing
variability
To investigate the relationship between the low beta band activity
and inter-tap-intervals (ITI), source data of the SMA, left auditory
cortex and right auditory cortex was used. ITIs for the slow tap-
ping condition ranged from 1384 to 1816 ms, for the fast tapping
condition ITI range was from 268 to 568 ms. Sequence data in the
slow tapping condition (4 beats) were cut from the time point of
maximum pressure - 500 ms and + 2500 ms to include also too long
intervals. Low beta power over time was extracted and sequences
were split into sequences with long ITIs (ITI > 66th percentile), n
= 517, medium ITIs (33 th percentile < ITI < 66th percentile), n
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= 1567 and short ITIs (ITI < 33th percentile), n = 517. The same
procedure was performed for fast taps.
For investigating effects at the end of the sequence, the ITI range of
400 ms was used for comparison. To investigate effects at beat po-
sition one, the time of the mean beta peak in the medium ITI trials
(500 ms after the tap for slow and 220 ms after the tap for fast) was
used as the center point for a second window spanning also 400 ms.
Long and short ITI sequences were compared in these two windows
using a non-parametric independent permutation t-test with cluster
correction (alpha at 0.5).
3.6.5.7 Time-resolved partial directed coherence
Using a time-frequency causality method allows analyzing the tem-
poral dynamics of causality with frequency resolution (Figure 3.2
step 4). The time-resolved partial directed coherence (TPDC) is
based on dual-extended Kalman filtering (Wan and Merwe, 2002),
and allows time-dependent auto-regressive coefficients to be esti-
mated, independent of the underlying frequency power in the time-
series. At each time point, previous state and weight estimates
were fed to both the Kalman filters. Both predictors were then cor-
rected on the basis of observed data such that they yield current
state and weight estimates. By using two Kalman filters working
in parallel with one another, both states and model parameters of
the system were estimated at each time point. The time-dependent
multivariate autoregression (MVAR) coefficients were used to cal-
culate the causality between the time series. By calculating the
time-dependent MVAR coefficients at each time point, partial di-
rected coherence (PDC, Blinowska (2011)), based on the principle
of Granger causality, was computed.
Based on the fMRI results with increased activity in the right but
not the left auditory association cortex and the SMA for slow com-
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pared to fast tapping, the Fourier transform of the MVAR coef-
ficients and PDC was calculated between the SMA and the left
and right auditory association cortices, respectively, resulting in two
auditory-motor and two motor to auditory connections. TPDC was
calculated for every sequence individually. Afterwards, slow and
fast sequences were averaged separately. This resulted in 2000 time
points and 161 frequency bins (1-80 Hz). The first 200 time points
were not used for further analyses due to the Kalman filter adapta-
tion period.
Values of directed connectivity were validated with a reverse tech-
nique that tests for effects of volume conduction (Haufe et al., 2013).
We compared original connectivity with reversed connectivity. This
analysis did not show significant differences between original and
reversed connectivity in a permutation t-test (p > 0.05), which ex-
cludes volume conduction effects.
Like the analyses of the source signals, further connectivity anal-
yses were also focused on the low-beta band. Therefore, the time-
frequency representation of the connectivity analysis was reduced by
extracting the average over frequencies in the low-beta band. The
band pass filtered signal was smoothed with an average mean filter
of 100 ms windows with 10 ms steps.
Connectivity results were tested on power differences in the low beta
band and focused again on the difference between slow and fast tap-
ping. For power differences, contrasts between slow and fast tapping
were tested in a 2 factorial non-parametric permutation ANOVA
with factors hemisphere (left and right) and direction (auditory to
motor and motor to auditory, with motor cortex being represented
by the SMA). Alpha was set to 0.05.
To detect temporal modulations of low beta TPDC, the band-pass
filtered signal was transformed into Fourier space. Resulting power
spectra were normalized by subtracting the axis distance for ev-
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ery subject, and z-transformed. Frequency peaks in the overall 1/f
distribution were validated following Haller et al. (2018). The al-
gorithm uses automatic parameterization of neural power spectral
densities as a combination of the aperiodic signal and putative pe-
riodic oscillations with no a priori specification of band limits.
To investigate the relationship between directed connectivity and
behavioral parameters, timing variability in the slow tapping condi-
tion was correlated using Pearson’s correlation coefficient with the
significant connectivity contrasts (slow > fast). Alpha was set to
0.05.
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Table 3.1: Rhythmic modulation of the low beta band directed connectivity in
slow compared to fast tapping.
Connection Modulation peak in theta band Modulation peak in alpha band
left A2 to SMA t(16) = 2.441, p < 0.001 t(16) = 1.803, p = 0.031
right A2 to SMA t(16) = 2.305, p = 0.001 t(16) = 1.399, p = 0.114
SMA to left A2 t(16) = 2.760, p = 0.004 t(16) = 2.398, p = 0.002
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4.1 Abstract
Functional imaging studies using BOLD contrasts have consistently
reported activation of the supplementary motor area (SMA) both
during motor and internal timing tasks. Opposing findings, how-
ever, have been shown for the modulation of beta oscillations in the
SMA. While movement suppresses beta oscillations in the SMA, mo-
tor and non-motor tasks that rely on internal timing increase the
amplitude of beta oscillations in the SMA. These independent obser-
vations suggest that the relationship between beta oscillations and
BOLD activation is more complex than previously thought. Here
we set out to investigate this rapport by examining beta oscillations
in the SMA during movement with varying degrees of internal tim-
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ing demands. In a simultaneous EEG-fMRI experiment, 20 healthy
right-handed subjects performed an auditory-paced finger-tapping
task. Internal timing was operationalized by including conditions
with taps on every fourth auditory beat, which necessitates gener-
ation of a slow internal rhythm, while tapping to every auditory
beat reflected simple auditory-motor synchronization. In the SMA,
BOLD activity increased and power in both the low and the high
beta band decreased expectedly during each condition compared to
baseline. Internal timing was associated with a reduced desynchro-
nization of low beta oscillations compared to conditions without
internal timing demands. In parallel with this relative beta power
increase, internal timing activated the SMA more strongly in terms
of BOLD. This documents a task-dependent non-linear relationship
between BOLD and beta-oscillations in the SMA. We discuss dif-
ferent roles of beta synchronization and desynchronization in active
processing within the same cortical region.
4.2 Introduction
Regular time intervals reflect fundamental characteristics of rhyth-
mic events that the brain uses to optimize perception and motor
behavior. Anticipation of future events after having internalized
temporal regularities in the sensory input is called internal timing
(Nobre et al., 2007) or predictive timing (Arnal and Giraud, 2012).
Both cerebral networks that serve rhythm perception and produc-
tion as well as neural oscillations that serve this function have been
identified. Yet, conflicting reports exist regarding the relationship
between neural oscillations and BOLD signal associated with inter-
nal timing. In this study, we investigated the relationship between
neural beta oscillations and activation as measured by BOLD in the
cortical core region of rhythm processing, the supplementary motor
area (SMA).
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Several empirically grounded models propose the SMA, embedded
in a cortical and subcortical network, plays a major role in in-
ternal time keeping which is a prerequisite for rhythm processing
(Schubotz, 2007; Kotz et al., 2009; Large et al., 2015). Neuroimag-
ing studies documented SMA activation for internal time keeping
during rhythm perception (Schubotz et al., 2000; Grahn and Brett,
2007; Grahn and Rowe, 2009) and rhythmic finger tapping (Larsson
et al., 1996; Jaencke et al., 2000b; Lewis and Miall, 2002; Wiener
et al., 2010). Electrophysiological studies focusing on the spectral
features of the neural signal of the SMA during rhythm processing
identified effects mainly in oscillations in the beta frequency range.
In rhythmic finger tapping, rhythmic beta amplitude variations and
increased beta coherence between primary motor areas and the SMA
have been observed, especially for internally paced tapping (Pollok
et al., 2005; Boonstra et al., 2006). Motor beta oscillations may also
contribute to auditory rhythm perception even in the absence of
overt movement, suggesting an active role in coding temporal pre-
dictions (Fujioka et al., 2012, 2015) but see (Meijer et al., 2016)).
On the other hand, the beta rhythm has been considered an idling
rhythm in the motor system because beta oscillations increase in
synchrony during rest (Pfurtscheller and Lopes da Silva, 1999). Beta
rhythms desynchronize before and during a movement and resyn-
chronize after task completion in sensorimotor cortex (Pfurtscheller,
1981; Salmelin et al., 1995; Neuper and Pfurtscheller, 2001). An elec-
trocorticography study documented a similar pattern in the SMA
between 18 Hz and 22 Hz (Ohara, 2000). This suggests a negative
relationship between the amplitude of beta oscillations and BOLD
activation over central regions including the SMA, particularly dur-
ing motor tasks. Yet, while beta rhythms in sensorimotor cortices
are suppressed during movement preparation and execution, beta
power increases in motor cortices during anticipation of an upcom-
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ing sensory event (Kilavik et al., 2013). Specifically over the SMA,
beta power increases have been reported for time estimation in a
working memory task between 14 Hz and 30 Hz (Kulashekhar et al.,
2016). This beta power increase would argue for a positive relation-
ship between amplitude of beta oscillations and BOLD activation in
the SMA.
Together, both beta power decreases and increases have been asso-
ciated with active processing in the SMA. Task-based EEG-fMRI
studies usually reveal relationships between the BOLD signal and
EEG power envelope modulations during repeated alternations be-
tween a single condition and rest. These studies revealed expectedly
a strong negative relationship between beta power and BOLD ac-
tivation during motor tasks mostly in primary motor cortices but
also in the SMA (Formaggio et al., 2008; Ritter et al., 2009; Yuan
et al., 2010; Sclocco et al., 2014). Some studies also report positive
correlations between the power of beta oscillations and the BOLD
signal; however, these findings are far smaller in size and less consis-
tent with regard to the effect location (Ritter et al., 2009; Scheeringa
et al., 2009). The relationship between beta oscillations and BOLD
activity in the SMA during internal rhythm generation is unclear.
This study addresses these prima vista opposing findings by simul-
taneously acquiring EEG and fMRI data during a rhythmic finger
tapping task. Here we study the relationship between beta power
and the BOLD signal beyond movement-related beta desynchroniza-
tion. Specifically, we investigated internal timing-related effects in
the beta band during several tapping conditions with varying de-
mands on internal rhythm generation. In an auditory-paced finger
tapping task, participants were either asked to tap on every audi-
tory stimulus (fast tapping rate, F) or on only every fourth identi-
cal auditory stimulus (slow tapping rate, S). While the tapping rate
changed for slow and fast conditions, the auditory stimulus did not
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change across conditions. We hypothesized contrasting the inter-
nal generation of a slow rhythm during slow tapping against simple
auditory-motor synchronization during fast tapping revealed effects
associated with internal timing, because the slow tapping rate was
generated internally in the presence of a constant stream of auditory
stimuli.
To test for effector effects on SMA activity, tapping was either per-
formed with the left and the right hand. While effects of hand have
already been shown for the primary motor areas in electrophysiolog-
ical and fMRI studies (Jaencke et al., 2000b; Boonstra et al., 2006;
Hayashi et al., 2008), effects of hand on beta power in the SMA,
however, remain unclear. One could envisage stronger engagement
of the SMA during left compared to right hand tapping based on
the left-dominant control of both left and right hand unimanual ac-
tions with the concomitant increase in interhemispheric information
transfer (Schluter et al., 2001; Rushworth et al., 2003).
The study was conducted only in right-handed participants since we
were not interested in the effect of left-handedness on brain activ-
ity. Also, this study focuses only on beta band power fluctuations
because this frequency range has previously been related with in-
ternal timing effects(Pollok et al., 2005; Boonstra et al., 2006; Fu-
jioka et al., 2012) even though there is evidence that also alpha and
gamma oscillations contribute to explaining variance in the BOLD
signal (Scheeringa et al., 2011).
Beta oscillations have been subdivided in relative lower and relative
higher frequency ranges. While exact frequency boundaries differ
from study to study, low beta oscillations have been associated with
long-distance multimodal integration and top-down processing (von
Stein, 1999; Kopell et al., 2000; Lee et al., 2013; Bressler and Richter,
2015). High beta oscillations have been observed during movement
preparation and sustained movements (Farmer, 1998; Roopun et al.,
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2006). Yet, beta oscillations over the SMA have been reported in
various frequency ranges (Kaiser et al., 2000; Ohara, 2000; Neuper
and Pfurtscheller, 2001; Fujioka et al., 2012). We thus determined
low and high beta frequency ranges in our sample and thus analyzed
frequency bands from 14 Hz to 24 Hz and 25 Hz to 35 Hz separately.
We hypothesized a general beta power decrease across all tapping
conditions due to movement generation. Relative increases in beta
power in an overall beta-suppressed state, however, should be ob-
served in conditions with higher demands on internal rhythm genera-
tion as in slow tapping conditions. At the same time, higher BOLD
activity in the SMA should be observed for conditions requiring
internal slow rhythm generation. Potentially, the SMA could ac-
tivate more strongly and beta power could decrease more strongly
for left compared to right hand tapping, since left hand tapping re-
quires more interhemispheric information transfer, because uniman-
ual hand control is left-dominant (Schluter et al., 2001; Rushworth
et al., 2003).
4.3 Materials and Methods
4.3.1 Participants
Twenty-five participants (10 males; aged 1931 years; mean 23.8
years) were included in the EEG-fMRI study. Participants had nor-
mal or corrected-to-normal visual acuity, no neurological deficits
and were right-handed according to self-reports and their scores on
the Edinburgh inventory of manual preference (mean handedness
quotient 85.5, Oldfield (1971)). Participants performed a test run
before measurement to become familiar with the task. All partic-
ipants gave their written informed consent prior to the study and
were paid for participation. The study was approved by the lo-
cal ethics committee of the Medical Faculty of Goethe University
Frankfurt (GZ12/14) and is in accordance with the Declaration of
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Helsinki.
4.3.2 Auditory-Paced Finger Tapping Paradigm
The paradigm was adapted from Pflug et al. (2017). Using MR-
compatible headphones, auditory beats (1.6 kHz, 2 ms duration)
were binaurally presented with a constant inter-onset-interval of 400
ms (2.5 Hz, 150 bpm) in all conditions. Participants were asked to
tap with their index fingers at a slow or a fast rate synchronized
to un-accentuated auditory beats. The fast tapping rate was de-
fined as tapping to every beat. For slow tapping rates, participants
were instructed to iteratively count four beats internally and tap
only on only every fourth beat. While fast tapping represented
simple auditory-motor synchronization, slow tapping required inter-
nal generation of a slow rhythm. The auditory stimulus, however,
was identical for all conditions. We report here the results of four
unimanual conditions that differed in tapping rate/hand mappings
(Figure 1). Participants used one hand for tapping the slow or the
fast rate while the other hand was not moving (left slow, Sθ; right
slow, θS; left fast, Fθ; right fast θF). Please note that there were
four additional bimanual conditions during which participants were
instructed to tap with both hands the same rate (both fast or both
slow) or tapped both rates in parallel (right hand fast and left hand
slow rate and vice versa). To reduce complexity, we report here only
the unimanual conditions.
Tapping was performed in pseudo-randomized blocks. Tapping
blocks lasted 15 s during which 36 auditory beats were presented.
This resulted in 36 finger taps in fast conditions and nine finger taps
in slow conditions. Before each block, a visual cue indicated the up-
coming condition (jittered between 4.6 s and 5.6 s). For each hand,
a downward arrow indicated slow tapping, an upward arrow fast
tapping, and a dot a stationary hand. Four auditory beats of higher
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Figure 4.1: Task conditions. The four unimanual conditions included two left-
hand (left fast, Fθ; left slow, Sθ) and two right-hand conditions (right fast, θF;
right slow, θS). Squares illustrate the auditory beat; black filled squares indicate
tapping.
pitch primed the fast tapping rate and tapping onset. An inter-
block-interval, during which a fixation-cross was presented, was jit-
tered between 5.5 s and 8 s. All eight conditions were presented six
times in randomized order, resulting in a total of 48 blocks lasting
22 min.
4.3.3 Experimental Setup
A projector was used to display the visual stimuli on a screen that
participants viewed via an MR compatible mirror and auditory
beats were presented using MR-compatible headphones (MRConfon,
Magdeburg, Germany). The auditory beats and the visual instruc-
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tions were presented with Presentation software (Neurobehavioral
Systems, Albany, CA, USA, RRID: SCR002521). Participants were
asked to restrict their gaze to the center of the screen during the task.
Two pneumatic Biopac pressure sensors (module of model MP150,
BIOPAC Systems Inc., Goleta, CA, USA, RRID: SCR014279) were
used to record participants tapping pressure. These were attached
to the pads of participants index fingers. Participants were lying in
a supine position in the MR bore and were asked to tap with their
index fingers on their ipsilateral thigh. The pressure sensitivity of
the sensors was 0.01 cm H2O with a sampling rate of 1 kHz. Pres-
sure data were inspected for tapping errors. They were below 2(%)
in each participant; thus, no participant was excluded from further
analyses.
4.3.4 EEG Data Recording and Preprocessing
During scanning, EEG was recorded using a BrainAmp MR EEG
amplifier (Brainproducts, Gilching, Germany) and a BrainCap elec-
trode cap (EASYCAP, Herrsching, Germany) with 30 EEG and 2
EOG channels. AgAgCl EEG ring electrodes were positioned ac-
cording to an extended 10/20 system with a reference electrode
placed between Fz and Cz as used in Viola et al. (2009). The
impedance of all EEG electrodes was kept below 10 kΩ after prepara-
tion. ECG, for cardioballistic artifact correction, and surface EMG,
from both extensor digitorum communis muscles, was recorded using
an additional BrainAmp ExG MR amplifier with the corresponding
EMG connecting device (ExG Aux box). Raw EEG data was sam-
pled at 5 kHz with a range of xxx16.384 mV, a low-pass filter of 250
Hz, and a high-pass filter of 0.1 Hz using the Brain Vision Recorder
software. The EEG data recording was synchronized via a SyncBox
to the MR scanner clock to improve artifact correction. The en-
tire equipment was MRI compatible and met all security standards
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(Brain Products EEG-fMRI Hardware).
EEG off-line artifact correction was performed in Brain Vision
Analyzer software (Version 2.1, Brainproducts) according to stan-
dard preprocessing procedures (for details see Allen et al. (1998).
In brief, gradient artifacts were automatically detected and subse-
quently subtracted from the data. After down-sampling the data
to 250 Hz, R-peaks in the ECG channel were automatically marked
and used for correction of cardioballistic artifacts. Before perform-
ing an independent component analysis (ICA) to remove additional
cardioballistic artifacts, horizontal eye movements and eye blinks,
the data were low-pass filtered at 48 Hz and visually inspected for
artifacts and manually marked. Marked artifacts were automati-
cally excluded from the subsequent ICA decomposition. A classical
sphering approach within an infomax ICA with a convergence bound
of 1 101 and a maximum of 512 steps was applied for matrix de-
composition. Finally, all channels were referenced to the average of
all EEG channels. For each participant, the length of all visually
marked artifacts was summed up and set in relation to the total
block duration. The entire data set was discarded when more than
10% of the data were affected by artifacts (Laufs et al., 2003). By
applying these rules, 5 of the 25 participants were excluded from
further analyses.
4.3.5 EEG Power Analysis
To investigate effects of the tapping task on the EEG power spec-
trum, power spectral density was calculated from the mean signal
of EEG electrodes that are sensitive to signal of the SMA (F3, F4,
Fz, FC3 and FC4). These electrodes were defined using an inde-
pendent EEG/MEG measurement in 17 participants from which
eight participants also participated in the current EEG/fMRI study.
MEG was recorded using a whole-head system (Omega 2005, VSM
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MedTech) with 275 channels at a sampling rate of 1200 Hz. Simul-
taneous EEG was recorded with a custom-made cap equipped with
64 MEG-compatible AG/AgCL electrodes (EASYCAP, Herrsching,
Germany). Participants performed the identical finger tapping paradigm
during parallel EEG/MEG recording which allows for proper source
analyses. MEG and EEG data were filtered off-line with fourth-
order Butterworth 300 Hz low-pass and 2 Hz high-pass filters. Line
noise at 50 Hz was bandpass-filtered. Recorded data were down-
sampled to 1000 Hz. Blocks containing muscle and SQUID arti-
facts were removed using an automatic artifact rejection algorithm
(Oostenveld et al., 2011). Blocks with a head movement exceed-
ing 5 mm were also discarded from further analysis. An ICA was
used to identify and reject components of heart muscle and blinks
in MEG and EEG data separately. EEG channels were visually in-
spected and channels containing noise were discarded before EEG
signals were re-referenced to a common average. Only valid blocks
of both modalities were used for further analysis, which resulted in
815 blocks per condition and subject (mean 12 blocks) for analysis.
Figure 4.2: Electrode selection. Supplementary motor area (SMA) source sig-
nals obtained from MEG beamforming were used for a correlation analysis with
simultaneously recorded EEG. Channels with significant correlation were se-
lected (marked in black) and corresponding EEG electrodes in the EEG-fMRI
experiment were used for further analyses.
For source identification, the mean activity of the left and the
right extensor digitorum communis muscle during the bimanual fast
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tapping condition was used as an external reference signal to detect
coherent MEG sources in the brain (see Figure 4.2; (Gross et al.,
2001; Pollok et al., 2005; Muthuraman et al., 2014). A DICS beam-
former (Gross et al., 2001) approach was used to identify sources
with highest coherence with the EMG data. The source time series
in the SMA were extracted for every condition using the LCMV
beamformer method (Van Veen et al., 1997) in a frequency band
from 2 Hz to 300 Hz. To detect EEG channels sensitive to the SMA
source activity, the correlation between MEG source signal and EEG
electrodes was calculated (4.2). To allow for statistical comparisons,
surrogate datasets were created with block sequence being random-
ized for EEG signals but kept constant for MEG source signals.
Surrogate values and real correlation values were compared using a
paired sample t-test, significance was assumed at p <0.05. This re-
vealed that the EEG electrodes F3, F4, Fz, FC3 and FC4 correlated
with activity in the SMA. To assess that signal from close-by cortical
sources did not influence signal in the selected electrodes relevantly,
we correlated also time courses of both left and right dorsal premo-
tor cortices with the EEG signal. Time courses in these sources did
not correlate significantly with activity in the set of SMA-sensitive
electrodes (both p <0.05). More detailed results of the MEG data
will be presented elsewhere.
Thus, EEG power in a frequency window from 2 Hz to 40 Hz was an-
alyzed in F3, F4, Fz, FC3 and FC4 separately for the conditions and
baseline using a multitaper frequency transformation (hanning win-
dow). Due to residuals of scanner artifacts in high-frequency ranges
(as described in von Wegner et al. (2016)) analyses were restricted
to a maximum frequency of 40 Hz. The baseline was defined as
the inter-block-interval during which participants were neither tap-
ping, nor instructed for an upcoming tapping block. Mean power
across electrodes was plotted over frequencies, separately for each
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condition and baseline. Peaks in the theta and alpha range included
harmonics of the auditory stimulation rate at 2.5 Hz and were thus
not further analyzed. Power spectra revealed expectedly two beta
components: low beta peaked between 19 Hz and 20 Hz and high
beta between 29 Hz and 30 Hz with a trough at 25 Hz between them.
These peaks did not correspond to harmonics of 2.5 Hz oscillations
or of multiples of the scanning sequences repetition time of 2.08 s.
We thus further studied power in the low and high beta band sep-
arately in frequency windows between 14 Hz and 24 Hz and 25 Hz
and 35 Hz.
First, all tapping conditions were compared with fixation baseline
using paired t-tests (p < 0.05, Bonferroni corrected for multiple
comparisons which results in a significance level of p <0.0125) sepa-
rately for mean power differences in low (14 - 24 Hz) respective high
(25 - 35 Hz) beta. Second, condition differences were investigated
using a 2 2 ANOVA with timing (internal slow rhythm generation,
auditory-motor synchronization) and hand (left, right) as factors.
Post hoc t-tests were additionally performed for significant main ef-
fects (p < 0.05, Bonferroni corrected for multiple comparisons). All
analyses were performed in SPSS for low and high beta separately
(IBM SPSS Statistics).
4.3.6 fMRI Recording and Preprocessing
Image acquisition was performed on a Siemens Trio 3 Tesla magnetic
resonance system (Siemens MAGNETOM Vision, Erlangen, Ger-
many) equipped with a circular polarized Send/ Receive head coil
with an integrated preamplifier. Functional images were obtained
with a gradient-echo T2-weighted transverse echo-planar imaging se-
quence (614 volumes; repetition time (TR) = 2.08 s; echo time (TE)
= 29 ms; flip angle = 90◦; 32 axial slices in descending order; 3 mm
3 mm 3 mm isotropic voxel size). Additionally, high-resolution T1-
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weighted anatomical scans (TR = 2.25 s; TE = 3.83 ms; flip angle
= 9◦; 176 slices per slab; 1 mm3 isotropic size) were obtained. To
reduce head motion, a vacuum cushion was used (Vac Fix System,
Avondale, AZ, USA).
Image processing and data analyses were performed in SPM12 (Wel-
come Trust Centre for Neuroimaging, London, UK). After eliminat-
ing the first four volumes in each participant due to field inhomo-
geneity of the scanner in the beginning of each run, standard prepro-
cessing was performed (realignment, co-registration of anatomical
T1-images to the mean functional image with subsequent segmenta-
tion using Tissue Probability Maps, normalization to the Montreal
Neurological Institute (MNI) standard brain template, and smooth-
ing with an 8 mm full-width at half-maximum Gaussian kernel). The
preprocessed images were analyzed within the framework of gen-
eral linear models (GLM) for time-series data (Worsley and Friston,
1995).
4.3.7 fMRI Region of Interest Analysis in the SMA
To investigate condition-related BOLD effects associated with in-
ternal timing in the SMA, a fMRI region of interest analysis was
performed. On the single-subject level, four condition-specific re-
gressors of interest (for Sθ, θS, Fθ, θF) in addition to four regressors
of no interest (bimanual conditions) were modeled by convoluting
the onsets and durations of conditions (modeled by boxcar func-
tions) with the canonical hemodynamic response function to obtain
predicted BOLD responses. Additional nine regressors of no inter-
est were capturing the variance associated with the instructions for
each conditions and an additional tap participants usually made af-
ter the last metronome click in fast conditions. Six non-convolved
regressors were modeling head-motion-related effects.
For group-level analyses, the four regressors of interest, modeling
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condition-specific tapping effects, were included in a 2 2 ANOVA,
similar to the aforementioned EEG analysis. The SMA coordinate
%(0/0/70, x/y/z, MNI space) reflected the MNI coordinate of the
MEG source (see above). Because the coordinate falls in the inter-
hemispheric fissure, two cubic ROIs were used to extract fMRI beta
values from the left and right SMA, separately (left SMA: -100/-
100/6070, min.max. x/min.max. y/min.max. z, MNI space and
right SMA: 010/-100/6070, min.max. x/min.max. y/min.max. z,
MNI space). For each of the four conditions of interest, average
beta values for the two ROIs were extracted from all 20 subjects
with their respective standard error of the mean (MarsBaR region
of interest toolbox for SPM, RRID: SCR009605). Analyses were
performed for the left and right SMA separately in SPSS (p <0.05,
IBM SPSS Statistics, RRID: SCR002865).
4.4 Results
4.4.1 EEG Power Analysis
The condition-specific power spectral density between 15 Hz and
40 Hz in electrodes over the SMA is depicted in Figure 4.3. For
low and high beta, all tapping conditions showed a reduction in
power compared to baseline (all p < 0.007, corrected for multiple
comparisons, Figure 4.3A). More importantly, the ANOVA revealed
a main effect of timing in the low beta band (p = 0.023, F = 6.163,
Figures 4.3A,B) while for the high beta band no effect of timing
was found (p = 0.343, F = 0.946). Post hoc t-tests in the low beta
band revealed higher low beta power in slow than in fast tapping
conditions (p = 0.031, corrected for multiple comparisons, Figure
4.3B). Conversely, a main effect of hand was found for the high beta
band (p = 0.034, F = 5.228, Figures 4.3A,C) but not in the low
beta band (p = 0.156, F = 2.184). In the high beta band, post hoc
t-tests revealed stronger power decreases for the left than for the
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right hand (p = 0.031, corrected for multiple comparisons, Figure
4.3C). No interactions between timing and hand were foundneither
in the low nor in the high beta band (all p <0.05). Yet, the hand
effect resulted primarily from the F0 condition, which showed the
strongest high beta power decrease (Figure 4.3A).
4.4.2 fMRI Activation
To investigate BOLD signal condition differences in the SMA, ROI
analyses were performed. As expected, all conditions showed more
activation compared to fixation baseline (Figures 4.4A,B). A main
effect of timing was found in the ANOVA, both for the left and right
SMA (left SMA: p = 0.003, F = 11.188; right SMA: p = 0.004, F
= 10.917; Figures 4.4C,D). Post hoc t-tests revealed stronger acti-
vation for internal slow rhythm generation than for auditory-motor
synchronization in both the left and right SMA (left SMA: p = 0.003,
corrected for multiple comparisons; right SMA: p = 0.004, corrected
for multiple comparisons, Figures 4.4A,B). Neither the left nor the
right SMA showed a significant main effect of hand or significant
interactions between hand and timing (all p <0.05).
4.5 Discussion
Our study revealed four key findings in the SMA. First, the compar-
isons against baseline revealed the well-known condition-independent
task-related desynchronization of low and high beta oscillations to-
gether with a concomitant BOLD activation. Second, within the
overall suppressed beta state of the SMA during tapping, gener-
ation of an internal rhythm relatively increased beta amplitude in
parallel to a concordant increase in BOLD activation. Third, and as
a consequence of finding one and two, no general linear relationship
between the EEG signal in the beta band and the BOLD signal was
found. Fourth, tapping with the left compared to right hand de-
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creased beta power in the SMA, particularly for fast tapping, while
this effect was not observed in BOLD.
When investigating SMA activity-sensitive EEG electrodes for con-
dition effects in relation to baseline, beta desynchronization was
found for all conditions in the low (1424 Hz) and high beta band
(2535 Hz). Since these effects were condition-independent they
likely relate to a general task-related activation of the SMA. In-
deed, BOLD analyses documented such activation that has previ-
ously been related to movement effects in fMRI finger tapping stud-
ies (Rao et al., 1993; Jaencke et al., 2000a; Meister et al., 2005;
Witt et al., 2008). The negative relationship between beta power
and BOLD signal increase in the SMA and other motor-related cor-
tices is known for motor tasks, but has also been documented in the
inferior frontal gyrus and parietal cortices (Formaggio et al., 2008;
Ritter et al., 2009; Yuan et al., 2010). It is thus likely that move-
ment planning, anticipation, or execution decreases beta power and
increases BOLD activity in the SMA.
The second key finding breaks the inverse relationship between beta
power and BOLD activation in the SMA. Internal timing increased,
both, beta power and fMRI activation of the SMA in comparison
to conditions with low internal timing demands. The increase of
activation is in line with findings in which SMA activation has been
associated with internal time keeping (for review see Grahn and
Rowe (2009); Wiener et al. (2010). EEG effects associated with in-
ternal timing were only observed in the low beta band in our study.
This specifies previous proposals on the contribution of beta os-
cillations to predictive timing (Schubotz, 2007; Arnal and Giraud,
2012; Bartolo et al., 2014; Bartolo and Merchant, 2015; Kulashekhar
et al., 2016; Morillon et al., 2016). Beta oscillations in sensorimotor
cortex increase in power in anticipation of future events whenever
temporal predictions are possible (Kilavik et al., 2013). This sug-
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gests that beta oscillations may serve as a timing mechanism not
only in rhythmic conditions but rather serve as an internal clock to
predict timing of future events even when they do not occur rhyth-
mically. Rhythmic signals from the motor cortex could reset timers
in sensory cortices to improve temporal predictions of future sensory
events (Fujioka et al., 2012; Morillon et al., 2014, 2015). Informa-
tion passing between brain regions in large scale neural networks
including motor cortices cycles in beta frequencies, suggesting that
the motor system receives and/or transmits information to other
brain regions in beta-long segments (Picazio et al., 2014). Indeed,
motor cortices form large scale neural networks with distant cortical
regions by means of beta synchronization (Roelfsema et al., 1997;
Gehrig et al., 2012; Bressler and Richter, 2015).
The opposing observation of parallel movement-related beta desyn-
chronization and internal timing-related beta synchronization in the
same activated cortical region could be explained if both power
modulations (in comparison to baseline and in comparison to the
movement-related suppression without internal timing demands) were
interpreted as active processes. A recent neurodynamic model fo-
cusing on cortico-hippocampal interactions during memory encoding
proposes an innovative perspective on the active role of beta desyn-
chronization even in non-motor cortices (Hanslmayr et al., 2016).
Neocortical alpha and beta desynchronization may interact with
theta-gamma synchronization in the hippocampus, which results in
long-term potentiation and memory formation. This model proposes
an increase in information processing, as measured by neuronal fir-
ing rates, with neocortical beta power decrease. The baseline in
our experiment, which required no movement, could be regarded
as a perfectly predictable condition during which beta oscillations
in motor cortices idle because no computations are required. Ac-
tivation of a given cortical region could potentially result in beta
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synchronization in local neural ensembles that are out of phase of
neighboring patches within a given cortical region. This would in
turn appear as a strong desynchronization when measuring the en-
tire cortical region on the mesoscopic level. If indeed beta oscil-
lations in the motor-related cortices carry time information then
this information would likely be used by many neural ensembles
within a given region and would additionally be disseminated to
other cortical regions. This would result in the here observed beta
power increases for conditions requiring additional internal timing
that were embedded in an overall movement-related beta suppres-
sion. Interestingly, the timing effects were found consistently only in
the low beta band, while both beta bands were suppressed in every
condition compared to baseline. This suggests that particularly the
low beta band carries temporal information and could be used for
predictive timing (Kopell et al., 2000; Lee et al., 2013).
Earlier studies associated the simultaneous occurrence of cortical
synchronization and desynchronization in alpha and low beta bands
with processing in thalamo-cortical networks (Pfurtscheller and Lopes da
Silva, 1999). Subcortical brain regions contribute substantially to
rhythm processing, as evidenced by lesion studies or observations
in Parkinsons disease patients and interactions between the SMA,
the basal ganglia, and the cerebellum are thought to underlie effi-
cient control of rhythmic movements (Riecker et al., 2005; Schwartze
et al., 2012).
The diminished beta band desynchronization for slow compared to
fast finger tapping could potentially also be interpreted as a con-
sequence of different tapping rates. Yet, if reduced motor activity
in slow compared to fast tapping would relate to the observed beta
power increase, consequences of rate effects would also apply to the
fMRI results. Higher tapping rates are linearly related with BOLD
increases, however, in primary motor cortices (Hayashi et al., 2008).
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The current fMRI BOLD analysis revealed the opposite effect in
the SMA: less instead of more activation for fast conditions. This
excludes tapping-rate effects.
While effects of internal timing were observed in the low beta band,
effects of hand were limited to the high beta band. This is not only in
accordance to previous findings, which associate finger movement to
oscillations in the high beta band in the SMA (Pfurtscheller et al.,
2003), but also extends these findings by showing stronger high-
beta desynchronization for the non-dominant left hand in right-
handed participants. This observation could be explained by the
need for additional interhemispheric information transfer and thus
increased processing demands in the SMA in left hand tapping,
because unimanual hand motor control seems to be left-dominant
(Schluter et al., 2001; Rushworth et al., 2003). The non-dominant
left hand is less frequently used for finger tapping. Consequently,
left hand tapping could be regarded as more difficult. Indeed, pre-
vious electrophysiological findings in tapping and working memory
tasks showed stronger beta desynchronization for increasing task
difficulty (Mayville et al., 2001; Lundqvist et al., 2011). Of note,
the hand effect was only observed in the high beta band and not in
BOLD data, which again suggests that not all beta effects translate
equally into changes in BOLD activation.
Our results indicate that beta suppression cannot be simply equated
with increases in BOLD signal. While the relationship between beta
power and BOLD activation may differ from brain region to brain
region (Kujala et al., 2014), we show here that even within a sin-
gle cortical region, contextual task effects change the correlation
between beta power and BOLD activity. Since effects of movement-
related beta desynchronization and of internal timing-related beta
synchronization occurred in parallel in our experiment, both ef-
fects could influence the relationship between beta oscillations and
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BOLD at the same time. This documents non-linear relationships
between the BOLD signal and beta oscillations within the SMA for
a timing-related finger-tapping task and questions over-simplified
associations between neural oscillations and the BOLD signal.
4.5.1 Limitations
Internal timing-related effects have mostly been associated with os-
cillations in the beta band (Gerloff and Andres, 2002; Pollok et al.,
2005; Boonstra et al., 2006; Fujioka et al., 2012); thus, this study ad-
dresses the relationship between beta band power fluctuations and
BOLD. However, investigations in other frequency bands as alpha
or gamma would also be of interest since alpha and gamma oscilla-
tions also contribute to explaining BOLD variance (Scheeringa et al.,
2011). It would also be of interest to investigate movements with a
wider range of internal timing demands. A parametric design using
lower and higher-order tapping rates, representing different levels
of internal-timing demands, could be used to further quantify the
observed timing effect.
Our study design included eight conditions and was thus not ideally
designed for classical EEG-fMRI analyses of correlations between
the BOLD signal and EEG power fluctuations over time, especially
with respect to analyses of correlations between the beta power en-
velope beyond task-related desynchronizations with BOLD activ-
ity. Such an analysis requires larger time windows for correlation
compared to the block length used in this study. With the knowl-
edge of internal timing-related effects for unimanual conditions, a
reduced task design with only unimanual conditions and longer tap-
ping blocks could be more appropriate to capture such effects using
standard analyses.
The EEG electrode selection was based on significant correlation
with MEG source signal in the SMA. We are thus confident that
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the signal reflects activity in the SMA. Yet, we cannot exclude that
these electrodes also picked up signal from neighboring cortices like
slightly more lateral aspects of the dorsal premotor cortex. We be-
lieve their contribution is marginal since time courses in the left and
right dorsal premotor cortices did not correlate with the set of EEG
electrodes reflecting activity in the SMA.
4.6 Conclusion
In conclusion, our findings suggest internal timing-related low beta
synchronization occurs in the context of movement-related beta desyn-
chronization in the SMA. The non-linear relationship between beta
power effects and BOLD activation is suggestive of active contribu-
tions of both regional beta desynchronization and subregional beta
synchronization to active processing.
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Figure 4.3: Power in EEG electrodes that are sensitive to activity in the SMA
and their significant main effects. (A) Mean power spectral density was plotted
between 14 Hz and 40 Hz for all conditions and baseline. Significant differences
in low and high beta power of conditions compared to baseline are marked with
an asterisk (p <0.05, corrected for multiple comparisons) as well as significant
main effects of time in low beta power and of hand in high beta power (p <0.05).
The positions of the selected electrodes F3, F4, Fz, FC3 and FC4 are illustrated.
The vertical line indicates the trough in the power spectrum between low and
high beta at 25 Hz. (B,C) Main effect of timing respective main effect of hand
for low respective high beta power (p <0.05). Significant differences between
internal slow rhythm generation (Sθ and θS) and auditory motor synchronization
(Fθ and θF) as well as differences between left and right hand are marked with
a black bar (p <0.05, corrected for multiple comparisons).
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Figure 4.4: Beta weights and their significant main effect of timing in the SMA.
Condition-specific beta weights are plotted separately for the left (A) and right
(B) SMA. Significant differences between internal slow rhythm generation (Sθ
and θS) and auditory motor synchronization (Fθ and θF) are marked with a
black bracket (p <0.05, corrected for multiple comparisons). Main effect of tim-
ing in the left (C) and right (D) SMA (p <0.05). Significant differences between
internal slow rhythm generation (Sθ and θS) and auditory motor synchroniza-





The main statement of the DFF theory is, that there exists a mech-
anism in the brain which splits frequency features of a multifrequent
sensory stimulus into two representations which are then processed
differently by the two cerebral hemispheres. While the left hemi-
sphere preferably processes high frequencies, the right hemisphere
preferably processes low frequencies of the stimulus. The main goal
of this thesis was to investigate whether this theory explaining hemi-
spheric preferences for relative frequencies in the sensory domain is
generic enough to be translated to the motor domain. The short
answer is, it depends. In the following section, I am going to fuse
the results of the last three chapters to describe the mechanisms
found in our finger tapping paradigm and how they are related to
the proposals of the DFF theory.
5.1 Hemispheric preferences are observed when tapping
syncopated rhythms
When assuming hemispheric preferences for motor control we ex-
pected to find effects of these preferences in behavioral changes.
Here we investigated timing accuracy and accentuation pattern via
finger tapping on a pressure sensor. We expected to find a right
hand benefit in fast and a left hand benefit in slow tapping. While
a right hand benefit for timing accuracy when tapping fast is known
(Peters, 1980; Ivry, 1996), a left hand benefit for slow tapping was
only found under specific experimental settings. In our finger tap-
ping paradigm, we detected a left hand benefit for slow tapping only
when using a syncopated rhythm (Pflug et al., 2017). That this find-
ing is in line with the DFF theory will become clear when looking at
the stimuli used by Ivry and colleges. When the authors of the DFF
theory found hemispheric preferences in stroke patients, they used
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multifrequent visual stimuli. Those stimuli included features with
high and low frequency components (see figure 1.2). On the percep-
tual level they induced two percepts which cannot be integrated (e.g
you can either see the ants or the anthill). Comparing an integrated
meter (standard quadruple meter) with a more complex, not inte-
grated meter (syncopated), we showed that an earlier integration
(culturally learned) of rhythms weakens hemispheric preferences for
relative frequencies. This suggests that over-learned poly-rhythms
may be represented as an integrated Gestalt potentially within a
hemisphere, while syncopated poly-rhythms may be represented in
a more segregated way over hemispheres.
Storage of known sequences is a key feature of the left hemisphere
and becomes visible in left hemispheric stroke patients, who can no
longer reproduce learned motor sequences (Dovern et al., 2016; Haa-
land and Harrington, 1994). We showed that the standard quadru-
ple meter in our participants canceled the left hand benefit in slow
tapping, suggesting that this rhythm is a known sequence which
might be stored in the left hemisphere. In line with these findings,
when participants tapped a syncopated meter a small but consis-
tent effect occurred – a left hand benefit for slow tapping. This
suggests a more dominant role of the right hemisphere when tap-
ping a syncopated rhythm and could indicate a parallel processing
of the two rhythms by the two cerebral hemispheres. Using synco-
pated rhythms in perceptual tasks lead to a higher activation of the
right hemisphere in non-musicians, indicating a parallel processing,
while there is a shift to the left hemisphere for musicians (Vuust
et al., 2005), suggesting an integration via learning.
Other behavioral results in our study also supported the splitting
theory in syncopated rhythms. While in the syncopated tapping
paradigm participants accentuated every fast tap in the multi-frequent
conditions, only the first, metric tap was stronger when tapping the
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standard quadruple meter. The pronounced accentuation in the syn-
copated paradigm is related to a higher amount of attention which is
typical for non-integrated rhythms (Nozaradan et al., 2012). Beats
integrated in a meter can be processed with lower attention on sin-
gle beat positions (London, 2012; Povel and Essens, 1985; Rhodes
et al., 2004). Non-integrated rhythms are harder to perform and ev-
ery participant who performed both paradigms confirmed that they
had to focus more in the syncopated tapping and were not able to
stop focusing, otherwise they lost the meter. When comparing con-
fusions in multi-frequent tapping conditions, participants tapping
the syncopated rhythm made more errors compared to participants
tapping the standard quadruple meter (see Table 2.1). Additionally,
more errors were found when hemispheric preferences were violated.
All behavioral results indicate that a syncopated tapping paradigm
reveals hemispheric preferences for relative frequencies as proposed
by the DFF-theory. This effect must have a correlate in the neural
data.
5.2 The roles of the auditory association cortices in rhythm
processing
Neural data was recorded using the syncopated tapping paradigm.
In the next sections, the differences of the two monofrequent con-
ditions are discussed. For fast > slow tapping the fMRI activity
increased in the primary motor cortices as expected. In these areas
fast tapping leads to a decrease in the low beta band activity which
is known in the literature as beta-desynchronization (Pfurtscheller
et al., 2003). Since in both conditions auditory cues were used for
the pacing of the fast rhythm, no cortical structures known to be
involved in external timing (e.g. dPMC) were activated. When
comparing the activation of slow > fast tapping, our assumptions
of a parallel processing between the hemispheres for the two tap-
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ping rhythms were confirmed. A right hemispheric activation when
participants had to generate a slower internal rhythm on top of the
paced fast one was found. Only the auditory association cortex was
right-lateralized.
In the MEG, we focused on the low-beta band which has been related
to internal timing (Gompf et al., 2017; Fujioka et al., 2012). The
SMA, as well as the cerebellum and the primary motor cortices, rep-
resented the actual tapped rhythms in a low-beta power modulation.
Because of the bimanual motor output, there was no lateralization
found in these areas. However, the auditory association cortices
showed hemispheric differences when participants were tapping the
slow rhythm. While the right auditory cortex clearly represented the
slow, internal generated rhythm similar to the representation in the
SMA, the left auditory association cortex showed patterns of both
rhythm with a strong additional representation of the fast beat. In
the slow tapping condition, in which we assumed a frequency split-
ting between the hemispheres, the frequency representation of the
slow rhythm was higher in the right auditory association cortex and
the frequency representation of the fast rhythm was higher in the
left auditory cortex. Our findings identify a sensory source as basis
of the lateralization process expressed in the behavioral data. This
observation fits to the proposals of the sensory-driven hypothesis
on hemispheric specialization (Minagawa-Kawai et al., 2011; Ivry
and Robertson, 1998). When investigating single trial beta power
modulations we could show that in the right but not in the left
auditory association cortex amplitude modulation was related with
performance. For fast trials the only difference between too long
and too short intervals was found in the SMA where beta-power
was higher for too long intervals. This indicates that there are two
separate mechanisms for short and long interval timing (Morillon
et al., 2009) – with short intervals coded in the motor system and
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left auditory association cortex (with the help of the cerebellum)
and long intervals in the right auditory cortices.
5.3 Communication between the SMA and the auditory
cortices is used for rhythm integration
In the connectivity analysis between the SMA and both auditory
cortices we saw that both auditory association cortices connect to
the SMA during slow rhythm generation. Since the left auditory
association cortex represented the faster rhythm more strongly and
the right auditory association cortex represented the slower rhythm
more strongly, we interpreted this as frequency specific information
passing to the SMA. The SMA is known to be important in rhythm
processing (Schubotz, 2007; Kotz et al., 2009; Large et al., 2015) and
bimanual coordination (Gerloff and Andres, 2002; Jaencke et al.,
2000b). The SMA therefore integrates rhythms. Another connec-
tion was found from the SMA to the left auditory cortex. This sug-
gests that bidirectional auditory-motor interactions help strength-
ening rhythm integration in hierarchical loops. If our assumption
is valid and the SMA receives input from the auditory cortex for
rhythm integration, then the communication from the right audi-
tory cortex to the SMA is only necessary in cases where rhythms
are not yet integrated, otherwise integrated information can be pro-
cessed in the left hemisphere. We therefore conducted another fMRI
recording (not included in the earlier chapters, unpublished results),
where participants tapped the standard quadruple meter (n=12).
Connectivity was calculated between the right and left SMA, and
right and left auditory cortex using psychophysiological interaction
(PPI). Results of the PPI indicate that connectivity for bimanual
slow compared to bimanual fast tapping between right SMA and rA2
was higher in the subjects tapping the syncopated rhythm than for
subjects tapping the standard quadruple meter. This shows that
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in the non-syncopated tapping paradigm the impact of the right
hemisphere is reduced and confirms additionally our hypothesis of
hemispheric preferences for non-overlearned sequences.
5.4 The role of the low beta band in internal timing and
rhythm integration
Investigation of the electrophysiological data has shown that differ-
ences between slow and fast tapping were strongest in the low beta
band. This was true in the MEG as well as in the EEG data which
was recorded in parallel to the fMRI. The investigation of the re-
lation between BOLD and electrophysiological recordings is still in
its baby-shoes. Scheeringa et al. (2011) showed that “BOLD signal
in humans performing a cognitive task is related to neuronal syn-
chronization across different frequency bands” while BOLD being
increased with higher gamma and decreased with higher alpha and
beta power. This suggests different relations between higher and
lower frequency bands of neural population activity and active pro-
cessing in this region. In motor cortices, movement leads to beta
de-synchronization and gamma power increases concomitant with
an increase of BOLD activity (Kilavik et al., 2013). However, in our
study low beta power increases were directly coupled with an in-
crease in BOLD in the SMA when comparing slow and fast tapping.
This is in contrast to the relation in the beta de-synchronization
during fast tapping where a higher BOLD was correlated with lower
beta power. This points to a role of beta power increases in internal
timing compared to the more prominent beta suppression during
motor planning and execution (Pfurtscheller, 1981). Recent stud-
ies pointed to this role of beta (Fujioka et al., 2015; Kononowicz
and Rijn, 2015). Oscillations in beta band couple distant brain re-
gions for long range communication within the brain (Roelfsema
et al., 1997; Gehrig et al., 2012; Bressler and Richter, 2015) and
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invasive studies have shown that they are used in subcortical areas
like thalamus and basal ganglia to code for beginning and endings
of sequences (Herrojo Ruiz et al., 2014a,b). To better understand
the relation between BOLD and EEG, our next step is to investi-
gate into the invasive recordings where we also recorded EEG in
combination with sEEG or EcoG. These measures should enable us
to have a closer look at activation in the gamma range. We expect
to find higher gamma in slow compared to fast tapping in the SMA
which could explain higher BOLD in this contrast.
5.5 Implementation for clinical purposes
We showed that there seems to be a shift from bi-hemispheric ac-
tivation during learning to a combined representation in one hemi-
sphere after successful integration driven by sensory areas. This
finding could be used to improve clinical cases for patients who are
unable to learn new motor sequences like in left hemispheric stroke
patients. In some of these cases it is possible that not the sequences
per see are destroyed but the access to them. It has been shown
that neural coupling with the SMA is reduced in stroke patients
compared with healthy controls (Wang et al., 2011). We showed
that the SMA connectivity from the right auditory cortex is in-
creased when learning new sequences and that the result of the in-
tegration is transferred to the left hemisphere. Using multifrequent
movements should strengthen these connections and might help to
re-access “lost” sequences. In left hemispheric stroke patients where
the right hemisphere has an extended ability to disturb the sequence
creation, musical training with multi-frequent rhythms could help to
re-implement the ability of the left hemisphere in sequence learning
(Lim et al., 2013; Thaut and McIntosh, 2014). Our findings give a





This thesis was used to investigate whether the double-filtering-
by-frequency (DFF) theory could be transferred from the sensory
domain into the motor domain. Our results provide empirical ev-
idence for frequency-dependent lateralization in the motor domain
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Das menschliche Gehirn besteht aus zwei Hemisphären. Obwohl die
meisten neuronalen Funktionen auf beiden Hemisphären represen-
tiert sind, scheint es Unterschiede in deren Verarbeitung zu geben,
besonders bei Funktionen, die für den Menschen charakteristisch
sind - Sprache und Händigkeit. Beide Funktionen lateralisieren auf
der linken Hemisphäre. Aber woher kommen diese Unterschiede?
Die Double-filtering-by-frequency (DFF) Theorie (Ivry and Robert-
son, 1998; Flevaris et al., 2010) beschreibt individuelle Präferenzen
der Hemisphären bei der Selektion relativer Frequenzen von sen-
sorischen Informationen, wobei die linke Hemisphäre die hochfre-
quenten und die rechte Hemisphäre die niederfrequenten Informatio-
nen verarbeitet. Die Autoren gehen davon aus, dass die in der Sen-
sorik gefundenen Effekte auch auf die Funktionen der Sprache und
Motorik übertragen werden können (Robertson and Ivry, 2000). Das
Ziel dieser Arbeit war, eine Übertragbarkeit der Hypothese auf die
Kontrolle von Handmotorik zu testen. Daten von gesunden Proban-
den wurden mit Hilfe der funktionellen Bildgebung (fMRT) und der
Magnetencephalographie (MEG) erhoben, um folgende Fragen zu
beantworten: Zeigen sich Effekte von hemisphärischen Präferenzen
in den Verhaltensdaten und wenn ja, welche korticalen und neu-
ronalen Mechanismen liegen diesen zu Grunde?
In einem ersten Verhaltensexperiment (Pflug et al., 2017) wurde
untersucht, ob sich die linke und die rechte Hand in ihrer zeitlichen
Präzision unterscheiden wenn sie schnelle bzw. langsame Rhythmen
tippen. Beim schnellen Rhythmus mussten alle Probanden auf jeden
Klicklaut eines kontinuierlichen auditorischen Signals (Beat) tippen,
der langsame Rhythmus wurde zwischen zwei Versuchsgruppen vari-
iert. Während die erste Gruppe einen Standard Viervierteltakt (tip-
pen auf eins) tippte, mussten Probanden aus der zweiten Gruppe
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einen synkopierten Rhythmus tippen (tippen auf vier). Die Proban-
den wurden gebeten entweder mit beiden Händen die gleiche Geschwindigkeit
(monofrequent) oder mit einer Hand langsam und mit der anderen
schnell (multifreqent) zu tippen. Im Einklang mit der DFF-Theorie
war in beiden Gruppen die rechte Hand besser im Tippen der schnellen
Frequenz. Ein Unterschied ergab sich im Tippen der langsamen Fre-
quenz. Hier war die linke Hand besser im Tippen der langsamen
Frequenz, aber nur in der Gruppe, die den synkopierten Rhyth-
mus tippte. Die Ergebnisse weisen darauf hin, dass im synkopierten
Paradigma beide Rhythmen getrennt voneinander in verschiedenen
Hemispheren representiert werden, während im standard Viervierteltakt
die Rhythmen zu einer Gestalt integriert werden.
Das synkopierte Paradigma wurde daraufhin verwendet, um im MEG
und fMRT die neuralen Grundlagen dieser frequenzabhängigen Präferen-
zen zu untersuchen (Pflug et al., 2019). Die interne Generierung des
langsamen Rhythmus führte zu einem Anstieg der BOLD-Aktivierung
in der supplementorischen motorischen Rinde (SMA) und dem rechten
auditorischen Assoziationskortex (A2). Die Ergebnisse des MEGs
ergaben, dass im rechten A2 der langsame Ryhthmus in der Modu-
lation des Beta-Bandes stärker representiert wurde, als im linken
A2. Zusätzlich fand sich eine ausgeprägtere Representation des
schnellen Klicklautes im linken A2, obwohl beide A2 den gleichen
auditorischen Eingang erhalten hatten. Die Ergebnisse aus beiden
Messungen legen nahe, dass die gefundenen Effekte in den sen-
sorischen Areale die frequenzabhänginge Lateralisierung erklären
können und hiermit die DFF-Hypothese auch in der Handmotorik
bestätigen. Im Gegenteil zu den sensorischen Arealen represen-
tierten die motorischen Areale nur den jeweils getippten Rhyth-
mus in Form einer Beta-Power Modulation die nicht-linear mit der
BOLD-Aktivierung verknüpft war (Gompf et al., 2017). Eine aus-
geprägtere Kommunikation des linken A2 mit der SMA begünstigt
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eine Transformation von zwei getrennten Rhythmen in eine inte-
grierte Gestaltrepresentation. Der gefundene Mechanismus könnte
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